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I

The technical methods and data used were consistent with the published state-of-the-art and
relevant ANO design and operation data. Detailed analysis was done for the unit 1 4KV.
switchgear room 1A4 (fire zone 99-M) and extrapolated to two other fire zones in unit 1, the
4KV switchgear room A3 (fire zone 100 N) and electrical equipment room (fire zone 104.S)
where use of manual actions were considered potential contributors to fire risk. These fire zones
are not equipped with automatic suppression.

Results

The results of our analysis are as follows:

Fire analysis:
Cable damage criteria (700F for ANO) is critical in the extent/iming of circuit damage and

our conclusion

Energetic arcing fire in the 4KV switchgear is the maximum expected and bounding fire in
the fire zone 99-M

A damaging 700F hot gas layer in fire zone 99-M is not credible because of the
~KI- configuration of the room and the combustibles in it

Manual actions feasibility and reliability

Both the current and the new em en s uatel deal with a fire in 99-M
K~ey manual actions, needed in response to the bounding fire scenario in 99 -M, meet the /

NRC Zinspection criteria for fire protection manual actions,"
The impact of the new versus the current procedures on human error probabilities (? HEP) is

measurable but smalL
Fire-risk

The cumulative fire-induced risk in unit 1, reflective of the manual actions needed to achieve
hot shutdown in fire zones where these actions are determined to impact fire risk, is
Green, i.e., less than E- 6/reactor-year.

The defens-in-depth is maintained and adequate margin exists in our analyses of fire
scenarios and HRA to ensure confidence in our conclusions.

-I).
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I INTRODUCTION

This section provides an overview ofthe issues and its assessment in accordance with a phase 3
Significance Determination Process (SDP).

1.1 Background

On August 20, 20W1 the NRC issued a triennial fire inspection report (R 01-06), which
discussed a finding concerning the acceptability of the ANO use of operator actions to remotely
operate equipment necessary for achieving and maintaining hot shutdown, in lie of providing
protection to the cables associated with that equipment, as a method of complying with I CFRS0
Appendix R Section M.G.2.

12 Description of the Issue

In a March 25,2003 supplement to IR 01-06, noted above, the NRC stated that by using the
Significance Determination Process the above finding was preliminarily determined to be
Greater than Green. The preliminary significance of this finding was due to the number of safe
shutdown components potentially affected as a result of fire (e.g., main feedwater, high pressure
injection, emergency ac power and emergency feedwater), the ability of the ANO fire brigade to
manually suppress the fire before damage to safe shutdown-components occurs, and the
uncertainty regarding the timing and impact that potential failures may have on the operators'
ability to accomplish required shutdown functions in time to prevent core damage.

1.3 Overview of the Assessment

The Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) describes the need for a method for assigning a risk
characterization to inspection findings. The staff developed a method for this risk
characterization, which is referred to as Significance Determination Process (SDP). The entry
conditions for the Fire Protection SDP are defined for inspection findiigs the degradel co
conditions associated with the plant "approved" fire protection proaN. erefore, the SDP

[ seks o etimte he hane i rik btwen te Aproed"andthe -degraded" condition sanlC A

In the case of the manual action feasibility issue at ANO we maintain that such an analogy does
not apply as the perceived "degraded" (by the NRC) condition has always been an integral part
of the ANO "approved" fire protection program.

Therefore, in our assessment we do n ot calculate a change in risk between a perceived
"degraded" and a "hypothetical" approved condition. Rather we investigate the risk-significance
of the existing (and "approved) condition at ANO as they relate to adequacy of the procedures
for safe shutdown in post-fire conditions. We conduct this investigation through the following
elements:

I
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1. Fire Modeling - Tbis is a detailed assessment of fire hazards and investigation of the extent
and timing of fire damage leading to potential loss of safe shutdown equipment and
functions. -

Z Reliability of the Manual Actions - In this assessment we examine reliability of the post- Co4) " 7
fire safe shutdown manual actions to demonstrate that they can be performed with reasonable 1 C, -7
confidence un'der the fire conditions. We developed quantitative assessment of the manual
actions using state-of4e-art human reliability analysis (HRA) methods and plant-specific I
data obtained from review of safe shutdown procedures and training program, as well as
simulator exercises. In the simulator exercises we observed and evaluated the response of
two operator crews through simulation of maximum expect fire scenarios in the unit I 4KV
switchgear room. This examination was done for two sets ofprocedures. One with the
procedures in existenceprior to this assessment and another with revised procedures.

1 Risk-Slgnificance oftbe Current Sympiomatic Procedures -The safe shuit'down strategy
and its associated manual actions are reflective of a level of fire risk that also depends on a
numberofotherfactors. These factors include,

Fire hazards present and types and size fires they may initiate and sustain within the
room,

Fire protection systems design and other elements of the fire protection program that can
delay and/or prevent spread of firec,

Cable and circuit design that deiermines the extent, timing, and failure modes of the safe
shutdown systems,

Plant safety functions and systems and how they can mitigate post fire conditions'

In this assessment we examined the fire risk for those areas of the plant where these manual.
' actions are a contributor to determine whether the level of fire risk is acceptable. The current

documented state-of-theiart in fire risk assessnent was used for this assessment [Ref 1J

The remainder of this report contains the following information.

Section 2 contains a phase 3 SDP examination of the Unit 1 4KV switchgear room (fire zone 99-
M). Detailed assessment was conducted for Unit 1 4KV switchgear room (fire zone 99-M).
Qualitative assessment of other fire zones in unit I was done with plant walkdown and, where
possible, extrapolation of the results obtained for fire zone 99-M. Section 2.1 covers
determination of realistic fire scenarios and examination of sensitivities and factors contributing
to uncertainty. Section 2.2 documents qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the manual
actions including discussion of simulation of fire scenarios. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 document the
approach and the results of the development of the conditional core damage probabilities
(CCDPs) and fire risk (CDF) respectively.

Section 3 of this report is a quantitative assessment of the issue that includes qualitative
examination of other fire zones where manual actions are critical to post-fire strategy and may be
to fire risk. Section 4 contains the conclusions of our assessment with respect to the four
elements listed above. References used in the conduct of our assessment are listed in section S.

2



IA Scope and Key Assumptions

Following are the scope limitations and important assumptions in our assessment.

Risk estimates are developed using the documented state-of-the-art in fire risk assessment. As
such these estimates have the general limitations of these methods. However, in the technical
area where there are known uncertaintes in the state-of-the-art and our conclusions are
sensitive to the technical area, we seek to establish the margin needed to provide confidence
in our conclusions. For example, the models for cable fires and the distance and the rate at
which they spea is somewnat uncertain At thee same time our conclusions is sensitive to
bow tar and ow aacaol cr n M -IN onY9-M an spread. in this case we 
suppement our conclusion with adequacy or margin between what is the best-estimate
model and what may lead to undesirable consequences

Consistent with the requirement of the fire protection SDP (IMC 0609 Appendix F), this
assessment defines risk-significance in the context of change in fire-induced Core Damage
Frequency (CDF).

This assessment is limited to fires occurring during at-power mode of operation. Nature and
frequency of fire scenarios and fire protection systems and features may be affected during {
low power and shutdown modes of operation in such ways that may not be reflected in our
assessment.

I

Detailed fire risk analysis was performed for the unit l4KV switchgear room (fire zone 99-M).
The estimates of fire risk in the remaining fire zones of the plant are derived through -
walkdown and approximate extrapolation of the estimates for fire zone 99-M. Even though
care was exercised to use conservative bounding estimates, we should emphasize the
difference in the pedigree of the risk estimates for 99-M versus the risk estimate for the entire
site.

We did not perform a systematic. quantitaive assessment of uncertainties. Where appropriate a
possible alternative approach, such as use of safety margin, was used to establish confidence ole,
in the face of the uncertainties.

xlu'/ -dk // p
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I ASSESSMENT OF FIRE RISK IN UNIT 1 i4KV
SWITCHGEAR ROOM (FIRE ZONE 99-M)

The section contains a detailed, phase 3 SDP assessment for unit 1 4KV switchgear room at
ANO as it relates to the issue of adequacy of procedures for post-fire manual actions.

Section 11.1 describes the detailed fire modeling done for this fire zone to determine the
consequences of fire in the room in terms of the extent and timing of the damage to the raceways
in the room. Selection and analysis of the fire scenarios is done in such way as to ensure
sufficient margin and confidence in the results.

Once the affected raceways are identified for each fire scenario, the next step determined the
circuit and equipment lost and their failure mode, including instrumentation and control (1&C).
The equipment lost defines the core damage sequences and the manual actions needed in
response to these sequences, including the timing for these actions and the state of the I&C
following potential damage resulting from the fire scenario. Details of the identification and
assessment of the reliability ofthe manual actions is documented in section 112.

* d

-Ji

With fire-induced core damage accident sequences and human eror probabilities known, the
conditional core damage probabilities (CCDPs) for each fire scenario were derived. Details of
this step are documented next, in section 11.3. :

Finally, calculation of the fire-induced core damage frequency for fire zone 99-M is documented
in section 11.4. This calculation includes development of the frequency of the fire scenarios
analyzed in section 11.1 and use of the CCDPs calculated in section 113.
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11.1 Selection and Analysis of Fire Scenarios

1I.1.1 SwltchgearRoom, Fire zone 99M

Fire zone 99M is approximately 34.5' x 25.' x 12' switcbgear room with 2' thick concrete ceiling
and floor, and 1' thick concrete walls (north and south walls are concrete masonry units) The
room has two normally closed 8' x 8' access doors located at the center of the north and south
wall respectively. Four hundred forty (440) CFM's of air are injected into the room through a
14' x 6' fire damper on the south wall near the ceiling. The room is equipped with a smoke
detection alarm system.

The fixed fire sources inside the fire zone 99M consists of a 4 KV switchgear cabinet, three
motor control centers (MCC), four inverters, and a load center with its associated inert gas filled
transformer. Cables are routed both in metal conduits and 24" wide cable trays.

Figures I and 2 provide a pictorial representation of the electrical equipment (potential fixed fire
sources) and cable tray layout in room 99M. Table I provides additional details about function
and location of the cabinets.

Table 1: Function and location of *Iectrlcal cabinets In room 99WL

A4 Sitcbear cabinets 4-3' from west wall. next to B65
B65 MCC 7'-3 fam north wall
Y22 Inverter r" from west wall
Y24 Invoker 6'-2" fomn west wall, '-4" from north wall
Y25 Inverter Next to Y22
Y28 Inverter 7'-3" fr A4
R6 Load entm~isformer 7-3" finrM M
B_ _ MCC S'8" from cast wall
B56_ MCC North-cast comer of therom

As illustrated in Figures I and 2, there are two areas of the room where a two or a three-cable
tray stack is present. A two -cable tray stack (EC 201, EC 240) starts between cubicles A406 and
A407 of the switchgear cabinet, extending north and turning east along the north wall over the
door. This two-tray stack turns south between MCC cabinets B55 and B56. Once between BS5
and B56, a third cable tray comes into the room from the north wall, aligning itself between the
two trays turning south. This three-tray stack runs up to where the B56 MCC cabinet ends. The
three trays have different lengths. Details about this three-tray stack are provided in Figure 2.
Notice that cable tray labeling varies throughout their lengths.

S



Figure : Swttchgoar room 99M.* Drawing not to scale.
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Figure 2: Switchgear room 99M. Drawing not to scale.
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11.1.2 Selecton of Rre Scenarios In Switchgear Room 99M

Eight fire scenarios have been selected is representative ofth e fire risk in room 99M. The
selection of these scenarios is based on the following considerations:

1. Location of critical conduits and cable trays in the room with respect to floor~ased in -situ
and transient fires - the selected scenarios capture all critical targets.

2 Potential high-energy characteristics of switchgear cabinets and transformer fires- there is
historical evidence of such events.

3 Combustible characteristics of electrical cabinets- there is evidence in EPRI's Fire Events
Database of swtczgear cabinet fires.

4 Combustible characteristics of cable tray stacks- there is evidence in EPRI's Fire Events
Database of cable fres, and Ares propagating from cabinets to cable trays.

S. Electrical connections between cabinets, cable trays and conduits

Scenario Ia:

A non-energetic fire in the A4 switchgear starts near the A 409 cubicle just below the two -stack
-cable tra is fire may propagate to the trays above and cause subsequent damage to adjacent
trays and conduits. As the fire continues to giow and burn, a hot gas layer will develop and
expose other targets in the room to adverse thermal conditions.

Scenario lb: -

An eneetic freintheA4switch earstartsnear the A 409 cubice iust below the two-stack
cable tray. This energy release is ass to e ys(exposed intervening com ustibles
as well as potential targets) above and cause subsequent damage to adjacent trays, conduits, and
cabinets. Mechanical damage, but no ignition of cabinets and conduits (non-exposed
combustibles) away from the energetic source is expected. An ensuing fire may continue to bum
that could expose other targets in the room to adverse thermal conditions..

Scenario 2:

A non-energetic fire in the B55 MCC starts in the vicinity of the three-stack cable tray. This fire
mayjpropagate to the trays and cause sbsequent damage to conduits. As the fire continues to

grow and burn, a hot gas layer will develop and expose other targets in the room to thermal
conditions. 6c1'7

I -_; 8O
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Scenario 3:

non ED: c. fire in the 6 M C C starts in the vicinity of the three-stack cable tray. This fire
may propagate to the trays and cause subsequent damage to conduits. As the fire continues to
grow and burn, a hot gas layer will develop and expose other targets in the room to thermal
conditions.

Scenario 4:

A non-enereetie fire in the Y22 inveiler starts in the vicinity of able tray. This fire may
propagate to the tray and cause subsequendamge ts above. As the fire continues to
grow and burn, a hot gas layer will develop and expose other targets in the room to thermal
conditions. This scenario bounds fires in cabinets Y24 and Y25.

Scenario 5:

A non-e tic fire in the B6 load center starts adiacent to a cahle tray. This fire may propagate
to the tray and cause subsequent damage to conduits above. As the fire continues to grow and
burn, a hot gas layer will develop and expose othertargets in the room to adverse thermal
conditions.

Scenario 6: *

transient fire between B55 and B56 MCCs starts below three stackcable tray. This fire may
propagate o the trays and cause subsequent damage to conduits. As the fire continues to grow
and burn, a hot gas layer will develop and expose other targets in the room to adverse thermal
conditions. The effects of this fire in terms of target damage are expected to be similar to
Scenarios 3 and 4. It should be also noted that strict administrative controls prevent the presence
of transient combustibles in this room.

Pictorial representations of fire scenarios I thru 6 are shown in Figures 3 thru 9 respectively.

9



Figure 3: Pictoral ReprsentaUon of th Zoneof-influenco of a Non-EnergoUc Fire in the 4KV Switchgear A4
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Scenario I b

Figure 4: Pctorial Representation of the Zone-oflnftuencs of a Hlgh-Energy Fire In the 4KV Switchgear A4
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Scenario 3

Figure 6: PIctorial RepresentaUon of the Fire Scenario 3, Fire In MCC B-58
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Scenario 4

I

Figure 7: Pictorial Representation of the Fire Scenario 4, Fire In Inverter Y-22
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Scenario 5
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Flgure 8: PIctorial Reprecsentation of the Fire Scenario 5, Fire In Load Center 5O6
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Scenario 6
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Figure 9: Pictorlal Representation of the Fire Scenario 6, Translont Fire Between MCCs B.55 and B56
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11-2 OamntifnfaffimrinAnaIv-

The following aspects of the fire scenarios listed above are analyzed: 1) a localized damage zone,
limited to the plume and flame irradiation region, and 2) a global hot gas layer that can damageI
equipment away from the ignition source and immediate target/intervening combustible. First, a
discussion about heat release rates from cabinets, cable trays, and transient fires provides the
basis for the selected fire intensities. This discussion is followed by the description and
implementation of the models in the analysis. Fire modeling results are presented in Table 2 and
Figures 13 thru 22,

11.1.3.1 Heat Release Rate for Cabinet Fires

One of the imp ortant paranetess to define in a quantitative fire analysis is the heat release rate
profile of the postulated fire. The fixed fire sources inside the fire zone 99M consists of a 4 KV
switchgear cabinet, three motor control centers (MCC), four inverters, and a load center with its i I-
associated inert gas filled transformer. Generally these electrical cabinets (all except control
panels) are similar in parameters that contribute to the HRR, namely, combustible load,
combustible configuration and ventilation. Therefore, one heat release rate profile was selected (
for all these sources. The selection is based on empirical evidence of electrical cabinet fires, and
a visual examination of the combustible configuration (cables) in the 4KV switclgear cabinets of
room 99M. Th an of the electrical cabinets in the room reaches a peak heat
release rate of utesv and burns at that peak intensity for 8 additional minutes. iV 1"
A te function has or representing the growth phase of the fire.

The fire growth rate is affected by two principal factors: ) the flammability properties of the
fuel, and 2) the combustible configuration. The flammability properties of the cables inside the
cabinets are unknown. In terms of configuration, although the cables in the switchgear cabinet
present a consistent layout, cable configuration in other cabinets in the room are unknown.
Given these uncertainties, an average of the time to reach peak heat release rates in all of the f
cabinet fire experiments reported in NUREG 4527 [Ref. 2] was selected. The avenge time to I dP
peak heat release rate was calculated as 12 min. Similarly, the average burning duration of all
the cabinet fire experiments was estimated to be 8 min. It is important to mention that the 7
average time to peak for qualified and unqualified cable fires in cabinets reported in NUREG
4527 are similar. These values were used in the heat release rate profile regardless of the peak>
fire intensity. That is, in all cases, the peak intensity will be reached in 12 min, and burn steadily
for 8 additional minutes. Ignition of nearby cable trays will alter this profile.
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Figure 10: Selected heat release rate proffle for cabinet fires In switchgear room 99M.

EPRI's Fire PRA Implementation Guide [Ref 1] recommends a HRR value of 65 kW for
electrical cabinet fires in which the fire would be limited to a single cable bundle. The 65 kW
value is the highest value of the fire experiments descnbd in NUREG 4527, [Ref 2] in control
cabinets with IEEE-383 qualified cable and open or closed doors. In these experiments, the fre
was limited to one cable bundle. Switchgear cabinets are distinctly different from control panels
in that:

I) they have significantly lower combustible loading,

2) the combustibles are confined/separated into sheet-metal walled cubicles (control,
breaker and busbar cubicles), and

$9
I>

(' yw- xe ?

3) the wires in the cubicle with the most of the heat load, namely the control cubicle are low
voltage (I20VAC or DC) wires with lowercombustible mass.

Figure 10 shows the configuration of the combustibles in the control cubicles of the 4KV
switchgear A4. Based onthe small amount of combustible oadin in comparison to the Snft
test, a peak value of a 100k fire is a reasonable assumntion. This nominal value is higher than
the 65 kW recommended by the EPRI Fire PRA Guide. Furthermore, this fire intensity is
expected to produce flames ca able easily reaching cable trays above the cabinet.

Another parameter in characterizing a fire is its location. The location of an electrical cabinet
fire could be significant as assuming a fire on the top of the panel versus one at the location of
the vents could mean the difference between ignition or no ignition of the overhead cabling with
fire intensities in the IOOKW or less range. Also, in a closed-top or mechanicalisealed-top
cabinet an assumed fire at the top of the cabine could mean no -flame heating where the flames
are likely to be at the location of the vents or warped panedoors.

I -
1`1
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In the case of the A4 switchgear, the fire is assumed to occur at the top of the cabinet. This is
close to the location of the top-front cubicle, where the cable bundle is located. Notice in Figure
10 how the cables come into the cabinet and form a bund le along the left side of the cubicle. The
metal boundaries of the cabinet are assumed to have no effect in the fire heat release rate profile.
This is, the fire is assumed at the described elevation without any obstruction altering its
development. This is not a critical factor in any of our defined fire scenarios due to the
proximity of the first raceway and the nominal HRR selected.

Figure I1: Cable configuration in A4 switchgear cubicles.

11.1.3.2 Characterization of the High-Energy Switchgear Fires -

Soce in-situ fire sources in a nuclear power plants are capable of fires that are preceded bya
high-energy initial phase. Historical evidence points to switchgears and transformers as a
potential source of such events in a NPP. The energetic phase of a high-energy fire in switchgear
typically initiates as the result of an arcing fault in the breaker cubicle. The initial high -energy
phase is then followed bya potential fire in the switchgear (now possibly venilated, at least in the
breaker cubicle) andpossibly a fire in any nearby exposed combustible.

The model (zone of influence) for the energetic phase used in this analysis is an empirical one
based on such events at Oconee (1989), Waterford (1995) and San Onofre (2001). The model
assumes damage and ignition of exposed combustibles within 5 ft. This includes panels across
from the switchgear and exposed cable trays overhead. The evidence as it relates to conduits in
the zone of influence is not strong. None of three events involved switclgears with conduits
nearby to determine the potential for damage. Note that conduits are stainless steel piping far I
more resistant to pressure spikes than trays. Neverthelessfor this assessment, we have assumedn -

functional damage to the cables in the conduits within the zone-of-influence but not ignition and
secondary fires.

11.1.3.3 Heat Release Rate for Cable Tray Fires

The heat released by a single cable tray fire is estimated using the bench scale to full-scale cable
tray heat release rate correlation [Ref. 1, 3]. The correlation -

Q 0 =0.45 - .A (kW) -
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has the following input parameters: Ao- the cable tray burning area (m2), and qbt- the 7
experimental bench scale heat release rate value (kW). A. is assumed to be the width
cable tray (24) times the characteristic length of the fire, which is ass len of
the cabinet. Due to the uncertainty in the cable type, a value o W/n2,s selected for qb,.
Notice that this is the highest value that can be selected from th b e experiments used
for developing the correlation. This selection will result in a conservative estimate of the heat 9
release rate. -UD

The model described in EPRI TR-105928 [Ref- ocae tray propagation in a stack is used
for estimating heat release rates from the two and three tray stacks currently present in the room.
The model assumes the characteristic length of the fire below the first tray in the stack times the
tray width as the burning area in the lowest tray. The fire then propagates to trays above in a 35e ,- 7
angle to each side of the trays. A five-minute delay between cable tray ignitions is _2
recommended based on experimental observations. Figure 11 provides a pictorial representation J&J
of the model.

Assuming the fire in the switchgear cabinet A4 will have a characteristic length of 3' (A
conservative assumption due to the limited openings in the top of the switch gear.), the first tray
will have a burning area of 6 2 , and a heat release rate of 100 kW. The second tray in the stack
will have a burning area of 7.1 t2, and a heat release rate of 120 kW.

Assuming the fire in the MCC cabinet B55 will have a characteristic length of 3', the first tray
will have a burning area of 6 f2, and a heat release rate of 100 kW. The second tray in the stack
will have a burning area of 8.4 ft2, and a heat release rate of 140 kW. Finally, the third and last
tray in the stack will have a burning area of 9.7 R2 , and a heat release rate of 160 kW.

Figure 12: Cable tray stack re propagation model

11.1.3.4 Localized DamagetoTargets &z/ .

Localized damage to targets can occur to cabl e and conduits located inside the flames, in (1
the fire plume, or subjected to fae di . Targets are considered damaged or ignited when
thei ~urtace temperature reach 700 F. t is assumed that only cable trays (not metal conduits)
will i contri ute o room heat up. Cables inside metal conduits assumed damaged at the
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same critical temperature, but will hot contribute to room heat up. Fora given ignition
source/target set comb ination:

1. Determination of the tme at which the target was immersed in flames usingHeskestad's
flame height correlation, L = O.235(t)y -I .02D [Ref. 4], were D is the diameter of the fire
(assumed as 3'), and Qfis the heat release rate as a function of time. The time to damage is
assumed as the time the flames reach the target.

2 Deternination of the time to damage for targets in the plume. The beat fluxes in the plume
affecting the target are estimated as a function of time using:

-= EWTn?) [Ref. 4 5]

where H is the height of the target above the fire. Finally, the time to target damage given
the incident heat flux profile is estimated using:

- [ ;7 ejt lRe[ 6 7

where T, is the surface temperature of the target q(t) is the incident heat flux as a function
of time and kpc is the thermal inertia of the target. kpc is conservatively calculated assuming
PE/PVC cable with the following properties [Ref. 8]: k = 0.0001 kW/mK, p 950 kg/nI,
and c = 2.25 kJ/kg. This assumption only affects the target heating time and not the ignition
or damage temperature in the fire modeling analysis.

a Determination of time to damage for targets in the ceiling jet. The heat fluxes in the ceiling
jet affecting the target are estimated as a function of time using:

q -04.Q(:) (kW/rr) [Ref 4, 5]

where H is the height of the target above the fire, and R is the horizontal radial distance. The
time to target damage is calculated using the integral equation described above in item 2.

4. Determination of time to damage for targets adjacent to flames subjected to thermal
radiation. The radiated heat flux as a function of time is calculated using the point source
model,

[Ref. 4]

whereX, is the radiation fraction, assumed as 035, and R is the horizontal distance from the
flames to the target. The time to target damage is calculated using the integral equation
described above in item 2. Notice that irradiation from flames is considered for targets
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adjacent to the ignition source, as well as for targets adjacent to ignited intervening
combustibles, such as cable trays.

Table 2 lists the results for the localized target damage analysis. The second column, "Fire
Sources", lists the first item ignited or ignition source. The 'Conduits" column lists the conduits
that are thermally challenged by the ignition source. The types of exposure and calculated time
to target damage are reported in the fourth and fifth column respectively.

The "Cable Trays" column lis t the cable trays that can be ignited by the fire in the ignition
source. A fire in the trays will contribute to the room heat up at the calculated ignition times,
reported in the eighth column of the table.

Columns 9 to I lof Table 2 refer to conduits that can be damaged by a fire in any of the
intervening combustibles. Notice that the time to damage of these conduits is relative to the
ignition of the trays. The absolute time to damage is the time to cable tray ignition plus the time
to conduit damage (columns 8 and 11).

11.1.3.5 Smoke Detection Analysis

Switchgear room 99M is equipped with a smoke detection alarm system. With the exception of
a fire in the switchgear cabinet A4, the alarm system will indicate the main control room of any
fire detected in the room. A fire in the switchear cabinet A4 will disable vower to the-fire
panels, limiting the information provided to the control room. In this case, the control room will
only 'receive arul lr utoa wm eZe 7

No model is currently validated for estimating response time from smoke detectrs, t
detection is tere ore calculated using the DETACT model [Ref 9]. The DETACT model
widely used to estimate response of heat detector devices such as sprinklers. When used for
estimating the response of smoke detectors, a 55 F temperature change in the location of the
device has been traditionally assumed. This value is conservative since studies have shown that
for modem smoke detectors, a value of4l F is appropriate [Ref. 10]. Time to detection values
were calculated using both activation temperatures. Furthermore, smoke detectors are not
modeled using the Response Time Index parameter (RTI), characteristic of heat detectors.
Therefore, a value of 1.0 (m srt has been assumed as input to DETACT. With this assumption.
temperature at the detection device is close to the temperature in the ceiling jet.

DETACT also requires inputs defining the position of the detector with respect to the fire and the
fire heat release rate profile. A fire located on the floor will be the most conservative
configuration for calculating response time. The elevation of the detector above the fire was
selected as 12', which is the height of the room. The detectors are approximately 7' apart from
each other. Therefore, a fire located midpoint between them is also the most conservative
configuration. The horizontal radial distance from the detector to the centerline of the fire plume
was selected as 3.5'.
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Fmal§, ffie heat release rate proSc used Or the DETACT analysis is desmbed m Tsbic 3
below. DEI ACT results arc listed m the Isst colwnn of Tsbic 2.
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Table 2: Localized targets and Intervening combustibles.

la
lRon- energetic fre In the A4
switchgear. Nominal value, 100
KW fire

ECI 589,
EC1236 In plume 4 3A201, DA008, l

C222 EC240 n tlmnes 2.5 -5 lo,

lb Energetic event in any of the A4 ECIS9, ent I 0 'C222, EC240 n flames 0 __ _
mtchgear breaker cubicles. C126'eetcen. 0 C201. EC240.

eCIS04, amaze due to
EC1530, ergetic event. 0 _ - . _ _ 10'
EJ J1004 flame.

amage due to
Y28, B6 nergetic event. 0 _ _ _ _

No flames.

Fire in the B55 MCC. Nominal ECI 163, C0,E25 lreE19. fae
2 lOO KW fre. Firennverter Y2 EC 164, n plume , 8 01ec205, a 7 C1088 nlu 7 + 3 2.6

bounded byth scenario. EC1065 C2 2 m C 6, rplume

ire in the 856 MCC. Nominal C 1088, B~~~~~~~~~~~C 163,
3 OOInfthe S C.Nnda CIO93 Inflamesor plum 0 EC201, EC205, lae 7 EC1 64 nflames 7 +3 2- 6

00 KW fire EC1093 E~~C236 dEC 165 Drplume

plc~~-- -
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~~~~~4
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4 :ase6 lOKW firt FiresInY24
and Y 2S are bounded by this

aceaio. . - . -

rUA164,
EC2212,
EC2213

EC 176,
ECI27S
ECI237,

In plume.

in dling jet

S DAOO8 Flame
-ad 14 EC1589 r plume 14 + 2

Fire in the Load Center B6.
IOOKWnoininalHRR. >20 EC205, EC201 Flame

rad 7.

2-6

2-S,
EC1237,
ECI 19
.C 1_76, :Ir ~~~~~C1275,I

rmnslent fire between the MCCs EC1257 .0 . 0
6a SSand B56. Nominal valueof ECI237 gio O EC205,EC201 Plume 

ISOKW. 
-ec...,

! ... ........ 28., ....... .. .. _ ... .. . ,,. ... .. ... IO..... 8_ _

I1. Time to detection based on live simulation exercised performed at ANO.
A4 will disable the smoke alarm system. :

I I..

Time to detection in the scenario is not calculated with DE I-AL.M A fire in cabinet
I - -. - .
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11.1.3.6 Hot Gas Layer Analysis

Once the time to localized damage is calculated, th hat rel ate profile from the ignition
source and intervening combustibles (cable trays) were to determine hot gas layer
temperature. Damage or ignition of targets away the ignition source is assumed when they
become immersed in ahot gas layer of 700 F, ich is thedamage criteria for targets in the
room.

Hot gas layer tenpetures are estimated using the zone model CFAST [Ref. 1 1 developed by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) using the room characteristics
described earlier in this document.

Ignition of intervening combustibles produce sudden increascs in the fire intensity profile due to
the fact that cable tray heat release rates have no growth model. In order to avoid step-functions
in the HRR profilc, and provide a more realistic representation of the fire intensity, a t2 function

.was super impos_4 The peak heat release rate is the sum ofthe cabinet and cabletray peak
intensities and the time to reach the peak is the time when the last tray is ignited. The t function
is of the form

!(:)= Mi{e.k4.*{L (r) ]o~

where r is the time to reach the peak heat release rate. Figure 12 illustrates the concept of
superimposing a t2 growth curve to a heat release rate profile including ignition of adjacent cable
trays. Table 3 lists the heat release rate profiles and door positions used in the CFAST runs.

7

Heat Release Rate Profile
600

1 400

11:
cc 200

0
0 500 1000

Time [sec]
- Step function - t2 model

1500

Figure 1 3 Conceptual representation of the use of e fire growth model for representing Ignition of
adjacent cable trays.
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Table 3: Fire scenarios evaluated with zone model CFAST

PROMM10 11,111 IMMURRIMPHIII I,
la

Fire in A4
cabinet

• Csbinet fire beat lea ntme (IOO kW3 of ay)
* EC201&EC240 tsksfies t Smxin(100,l20 kWand3and..

33S' of tray respectively)
* DAOS tray firc starts at 5 min (100 kW, 3' of tray)
* EA201 tray firt g 2nu0IlOOkW,3'oftry)
* 1kbeat release rat 20 kW fire intensity due to borizontal

lane spread in cable spread rate ofO fli, Ref EPRI
NP-7332)

4 t Model: At)=Mi{ 2O+(I38L52 .( )) kW

Whetc 10SL is obtained from:

assuming Ao is the cabinet width (0.6 n) times the length of the burnmg
tray. The length of the b tray, L is calculated as a fmction of time
arsumng 10 ft/hr.

This scenario a 520kW g fire due to the cabinet flamcs
propagating to cable tii)tS,!o5/Oncceic equipment affected by the
cabinet fire ar ignited, the s assumed to spread horizontally in the
cable trays.

Closd nd
oPen doors

I(

/

lb * Cabinetfirebeatreleaserate (100kW) Closedand
* EC20 & EC240 stack fire starts at min (100, 120 kW)' open doors

Enrgetic * DAOOS try fire starts at 0 min (100 kW. 3 of tray)
Ft in A4 * EA201 tray fire stuts at nin QkW3 oftry) --
cabinet * Peak beat release rate 520 kW + intensity duc to horizontal

flame spread in cable rate of 10 Mr, Ref E PR M
7332).

4 tMoeL g(5)=S20+108-L kW

See discussion tprdefiniti f ancter L in scenario la above. This
tienaoAssum S20 kWfi as tc initial beat output due to the 
cxplosion. and a istamed cab c fire that spreads horizontally in the trays. -

Cabinet fire ha 10( kW) Closed and
* EC201, EC205 & EC236 stack fire starts t 7 min (100, 140,160 kW open doors

Fire in B55 and 3 42' and 4S o try ivly)
cabinet Peak beat release rate i00kW \

4 t2Model: (t) Mir , OI-I ) kW
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IMMIMMO EMM2HIE
3 * Cabinet fire beat release rate (100W) Closedand

a EC201, EC20S & EC236 stack fire aaat 7 m (100 140,160 kW open doors
Fire in B56 and 3'. 4.2' and 4.3' of tray respectively)

cabinet * Peak beat release rate - 500 kW

t2?Modeh 52 

4 * Cabinet fire beat rele kW) Closed and
* DAOOS frestarts i (100 W 3' of tray) open doors

Fre in Y22 * Peak beat release radz -200kW
ca net t2Mtde2

4 ?2 M.&L. t) =M O kW

S * Cabinet fie beat release rate (100 kM) Closed and
* EC201, EC20S 7 mn (100. 120kW, and 3' and 3.5' open doors

Fire in B6 of tray respective )
cabinet * Peak beat release -320kW

I4 t2Mode (t)= MtQ 2 l..tO _ kW

6 ~ J Bowdedby scenarios 2 and 3 I

Notice that the highest fire intensity in the initial zone of influence occurs in scenarios I a and I b.
Notice however, that cable fires, not the electrical cabinet itself, contributc to the majority of the
heat release rate. This is also the case for scenarios 2 through 6. All the cable trays in room
99M assumed to burn in the selected scenarios are around 8 ft above the floor. Based on this
argument, the fires were located 8 ft above the floor. Given that scenario I resulted in the
highest heat release rate, it was decided to extend the duration of the fire for two hours. Cable
fires would continue propagation during the entire duration of the simulation.

The following graphs provide numerical results calculated with CFAST for scenario 1. Upper
layer temperature values are read in the right y - t release rate in the left y-axis. In__
general, no upper aer te raire excecd 500 °F. histernperature level is observed only in

S~ b. Wisis the scenario witthehi eat rese raot

' ' _ S ot>~~~~~~~~~~~~7 
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CFAST Results
Sconrio a. Open room door.

250 -400.

2000 i '300
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0 -~~~~~~~~~~0

0 2000 4000 6000 8000
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Figure 14: CFAST results for upper layer and beat release rate In scenario la.

CFAST Results
Scenario la, Closed room door

1500- I250
O ~~~~~~~~~~~~~IO
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Figure 15 CFAST results for upper layer and heat release rate In scenario la.
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CFAST Results
Scenario b. Open room door 

2500 600

2000
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low ~ ~~~~~~~~300~

1000~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~.0

0 0

0 2000 40o 6000 a000
m 9iscI

-Cab~abd HRR -a-k"tA HRR -UT Ter~eatue

Figure 1t CFAST results for upper layer and heat release rate In scenario lb.

0 1000 2 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
Time [5et)

-Calcuated HRR - Input HRR -ULTenpemu

Flgur 17: CFAST results for upper layer and heat release rate In scenario lb.

The following characteristics are noted from the four graphs above associated with scenario 1:

1. The heat release rate decreases to kW in the first ten minutes of the simulation. This is due
to lack of oxygen m the smobe ayer, where the cables are burning. Te calculated ets of
oxygen availability in the fire intensity can be observed by comparing the input heat rele ate
to the code with the calculated heat release rate. Notice how the calculated profile reaches W
in less than 1000 seconds of simulation.

2. The upper layer temperature reaches a peak value of around 500 'F in the explosion scen o.
(Figure 16 & 17) The temperature then returns to ambient as the fire intensity decreases.
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The following graphs illustrate CFAST results for th resnaining scenarios. Note that scenarios 2
and 3 bound scenario 6, and therefore, no results are presented.

CFAST Results
Scenario 2 & 3, Closed room door

200

0

IC
1t-.

lme [sac)

-.- Calclated HRR _-UL Tempatixe

Figure 18: CFAST results for upper layer and heat release rate In scenarIo 2 & 3.

CFAST Results
Scenario 2 & 3, Open room door

250; 82

2001
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0 1000 2000 3000 4000

Time SecJ

- CalculatedHRR-t-ULTeraurewzx-

Figure 19: CFAST results for upper layer and heat release rate In scenario 2 & 3.
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CFAST Results
Scenario 4 Closed room door
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FIgure 20: CFAST results for upper layer and heat release ratein scenaro 4.

CFAST Results
Scenario 4, Open room door
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Figure 21 CFAST r sults for upper layer and heat release rate In scenario 4
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CFAST Results
Scenario 5, Closed room door

IC.
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Figure CFAST rsults for upper layer and heat release rate In scenario S.

CFAST Results
Scenario 5. Open room door
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200- so 8
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Figure 23: CFAST results for upper layer and heat release rate In scenario S.

11.1.3.7 Graphical results associated with scenarios 2 through 5 present similar
profiles. This is expected because the heat release rate profiles are very similar.
Compared with scenario 1, these other scenarios have slower growing fires and
lower peak heat release rates. As a consequence, the model suggest that there
is enough oxygen at the beginning of the fire to support rapid fire growths, and
therefore, higher temperatures. Slower growing fires consume the oxygen
before temperatures increase to hazardous levels.
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Summary

Several parameters contribute to the extent and timing of fire damage in fire zone 99-M. These
include:

Size and profile of the initial fire, i.e., how fast the fire grows to its peak and how long it
takes before it begins to decay

J.1
V

* The cable damage temperature. ANO verified through review of the original and current
plant design and installation docurnnts that the cables installed throughout thnantare
prominantly thermoset. h o w v er, usedi7JiMi
basis. A review byte ANO staff identified no th oastic caesrin the 3 fire zones in
iuift 1 where this issues was examined for risk, namely, 99-M. 1 OON and 104S.
Iberefore our assessment assumed damage and ignition temperature of 7OF for cables
m sfr.e zone .--

* Size and location of any cable fire that may be initiated by the initial fire.

The following is a summary of the insights from the fire modeling:

* The maxim nexpected firescenariointheroomisanenergeticarcing fireinthe4KV
switchgear. This is for two reasons. First, this event is capable of the largest set of

~. 1

secondary cable fires that can cause additioral time-phased circuit/equipment failures.

* A credible fire scen'ario cannot be postulated in this zone which would result in an
immediate damaging 7007F hot gas layer. A large -2MW fire is needed to produce a -

damaging 70(fF HGL in this fire zone. Only cable fires in the room are capable of
generating such intensity if enough cables are burning. Even if such a large cable fire can
be sustained (unlimited oxygen) it will take about 2 ho u rs
to this size.

Large elevated cable fires that continue to grow unabated can not be sustained due to
oxygen limitation:

1) Cable fires can onlyburn inside thehot gas layer. Assuming no manual ---
intervention, with either closed or open doors, the cable trays will be immersed in
smoke because the height ofthe'door is not high enough to allow forsmoke 
movement from the top section of the room, and no automatic extraction system is
in place. Thefireeventuallywould be oxygencontrolledifitkeens -rowingin

' such an environment. CFAST results areconsistent with this argument.

2) If the simulation is run with open doors, AND the fire is assumed at the elevation
lower than thesteady state position of the hot gas layer, the fire will have enough
oxygen to bum at the stipulated intensity. Therefore, assuming open doors, and a
cable fire located about I m high growing up to 2 MW in 1.5 hours can generate a
hot gas layer of 700 F. All cable trays in fire zone 99-M are located above the . '. '
steady state position of the hot gas layer, i.e., 6 fR. With closed doors, the smoke
layer would reach the floor, and eventually the fire will be oxygen controlled.
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11.2 Analysis of Operator Response and Reliability

11.2.1 Information Collection and Simulaion of Rre Scenarios

11.2.1.1 Purpose

The Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) team of Bill Hannmarn and Alan Kolaczkowski lead by
Bijan Najaf visited the ANO- siteon April 14 through 8th to obtain input for the HRA task
and support other parts of the evaluation ofa hypothetical fire in location 99-M. Parallel work
on fire modeling was performed by, Francisco Joglar. The aim is to support a reevaluation of the
CCDP for 99-M that includes the impact of realistic fire growth timing and fire damage on
human actions. This work follows a significance deternination evaluation by the NRC. The
significance determination process reached a conclusion that there was a lack of adequate
procedures and the strategy for implementing the manual actions was inadequate, which may
result in a potential for a greater than green condition for ANON.

Additional information has been obtained to evaluate the potential for more clearly addressing
the analysis assumptions used in modeling both the fire scenario (growth and damage of the fire),

*and a crew's ability to manage the plant cooling from the control room and locally. To evaluate
the feasibility of control room and manual actions the ANO-1 plant simulator and local task
walkdowns were used to evaluate the feasibility ofperforming local control actions.

11.2.1.2 Key actiesviti

The key activities accomplished for the HRA evaluation'with ANO-1 were to (1) Identify a set of
realistic fire scenarios for zone 99-M, (2) Identify and visit locations in the plant where local
manual actions could be performed to maintain cooling and avoid core damage given a fire in
99-M, (3) Observe two simulations of a fire in 99M originating in the A4 switcligear (one with
the original procedures and one with new procedures that include pre-emptive actions, (4)
Review the ANO-I PRA model for addressing the fire issues in 99-M, (5) Adjust the HRA
values (based on walkdowns and simulation observations) in the existin- model to account for
fire dependencies, (6) Ioeniuy actions that are fire unique that should be added to the model.
Then develop findings for the HRA.

11.2.1.3 Plant Support

The HRA team was well supported by the plant operational personnel in this effort. Dale James,
Engineering manager made arrangements and provided information as needed. Ron Rispoli, and
Tom Robinson, fire protection, provided information and escort during the walkdowns, Mike
Cooper, licensing, discussed elements of the work, Ron Hendrix, Dale Smith and Randy
Kulbuth, electrical engineering, provided evaluations of circuits in the cable trays to support
development of the component damage as a function ofcable locations. Ken Canitz, provided
integration of the fire growth damage model into the inputs of the simulator and testing of the
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scenario. Gerald Storbakken, provided the updated procedure attachment for fire in 99-M. -

Jessica Walker, PRA support, calculated the CCDP using information from the equipment filure
listing and adjusted HRA values, collected information on the local actions, and made simulator'
observations foradditional crews.' -

Dan Smith and Nolan Edwards operated the simulator with Andy Clinkingbeard's support
Marlin Fletcher provided the fire brigade communications to the control room crew. Two full
o tin crws (5 controlroomand2local to ed e simulation d And
Eicbergerprovide management oversight of the crews. Additional manual acton o ervers
included Kathy Ashley and Bob'Clarl.'

11.2.1.4 Site Acivities .

The following on -site activities were accomplished for the HRA.

Identified fire-generated cues for action. Note that for the simulated zone 99-M A4 switchgear
fire, a specific fire alarm was not expected, although a fire system trouble alarm does occur
due to loss of fire panel electrical power in this fire. Since an immediate and automatic
reactor trip was also not expected even with a loss o A4.a manual trip is still initiated (as
evidenced by actual response of crews durin the simulated fire) because a significantly large
niumber ofalarm tiles were lighted. The loss of A4 prompts a check of the switchgear area
by a local operator who will repor, after a few minutes time delay, that a fire has occurred
For other scenarios and other fire locations, the cues could be similar and/or include a fire
alarm. ,

Identified possible false signals from the fire scenario. It is recognized that fires mi cause the
lack of or spurious alarms. For the simulated 99-M A4 switchgear fire, such conditions were
simulated. It was observed that those associated with non-workinp or unneeded systems or
equipment were put on lowerpriority by the crew, thus no time was wasted on working on
false alarms.

Identified hot shorts that might activate equipment. It is recognized that fire might cause hot
sh't tatc uldsinoisly operate equipment For the simfiulatfed9'-M A4 switcgafie

a few significant equinment failures (e.g., failure of service water cooling to an operable
diesel venerator and an unvalve for the motor driven
emergency fedwater pump7B wichwheclosed could lead to over-heatine and failure of
The pump) ly the simulated event, the operators noticed and protected the equipment from
damage by shutting it down.

Assisted in converting the equipment damaged in a realistic fire scenario in 99-M into a timing
sequence for the simulator.

Assisted in establishing event timing and order based on information from the 99-M A4
switchgear fire scenario timing and circuit failure analysis (Four time triggers at T=O. T=2
min, T=5 to 9 min, and T= 15 min).

Identified equipment that is unavailable due to the A4 fire (equipment simulated to progressively
fail in an undesired state).

,- . AP~
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Assisted in identifying the success path equipment if zone 99-M cquipmcnt is inoperable (SG
cooling success paths initially inclu ded enencvfeedwater motor pump, emergency
feedwater steam pump. and MFW turbines to atmosphere or condenser, als P lg to
contammenT onlhcontainment switch oer(ifdamage rorcivelv ha-istth ulpmt).

Assisted in the mock-up of the zone 99-M fire scenario on the simulator (decision was made to
model failures in the entire room by T=15 min, because that way, observations could be'.
made of crew response for both the realistic fire and the worst case hot gas layer fire).

Identified Danlitv for ex-control room actions to start or control equiament needed in the zone
99-M fire scenaio by walking down each location where a manual action could need to be
taken.

Revised the fire brigade script to match the hypothetical fire in 99-M Fire brigade
communicatios with the crew were also made part of the zone 99-M fire simulation to add
realism and additional workload burden and distractions. See Appendix B3 for the script
basically followed duringthe simulation.

Observed simulated zone 99-M A4 fire scenario and crew actions (in-control room activities; ex-
control room activities were also observed by ANO-I engineering staffusing a form
designed to document the observations) using current procedures to address fire issues.
Symptom based procedures with floating steps illustrated opportunistic responsive control
behavior.

Observed same simulation and crew activities using updated procedures to address fire issues.
This time, symptom based procedures were used with specific directions to manage cooling
with specific cooling trains. Steps illustrated tactical- pre-emptive control behavior

Collected data for human reliability assessment of ex-control room actions. Developed a form for
collection of information on the details of each action cued by a call from the control room at
the simulator. Took notes and documented timing for key actions leading to establishing the
key system alignments for plant cooling. 

Reviewed the PRA model for CCDP calculations applied to the zone 99-M A4 fire including the
HRA assessments, and assisted in establishing the process for updating the model for fire
conditions using current EOPs and new fire attachment.

11.2.1.5 Analysis Activities

Reconciled notes between' observers and simulator printouts.
Compiled HRA data for use in the evaluation.

Evaluated the impact of the new procedure on the HRA values and identified the changes
expected in the simulation.

Developed HRA model and described issues for use in the CCDP evaluation.
Assisted in quantifying the CCDP given a significant A4 fire in 99-M and required operator

actions due to effects of the fire.

Added new HRAs to address modeling needs and simulator observations.

Documented results.
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112.1.6 Walkdown Items

The following items were observed to demonstrate feasibility of the action.. /
Emergency lighting was available at each local site where a local recovery or repair action was

postulated.

All electricbreakers foraligningEFWvalves were easyto get to, andwell labeled and coded
according to a matrix scheme.

Loal breaker operational procedures and tools (e.g, books) for operating the breakers were 4
available in cabinets near each breaker location.

Bus position indications are available on the breaker cabinets to note breaker open -closed
condition. //

Local manual valve operations for opening or closing and controlling could be easily handled for .44
EFW 7A and 7B trains. Some ofthe isolation valves couldbe operated onlywith ladders in-
place. Valve position was determined primarily by stem position, as some of the position
indicators were hard to read.

Feedback on SG level is available from the control room via the phone system. -
The EFW turbine driven pump is located in a fire-protected environment. Local procedures are

on the wall for repair of over speed and other protective trips (Procedure 1106.006).

All local control valves, breakers, and instrumentation used in this scenario were within the main
plantbuildings.
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The local actions are cued by verbalinstructions fromthe control room. : .I . I

11.2.1.7 Procedure review and trainir
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EOPs

ANO- I uses symptombased emergency operating procedures, and functional recovery
procedures. Operators are trained on a full scope control room-training sirnulator. In a
simulation of a realistic fire in zone 99-M, the crews pursued multiple paths for maintaining or
restoring one of three feedwater systems: (1) the turbine driven emergency feedwater system, (2)
the motor driven emergency feedwater system, and (3) the main feedwater system which was-
available. Another optin i t l"s IPI cooling. but this was clearly a last lternative. The
selection oA to use was up to the operators when choosing the floating steps from the EOPs
to apply. The new procedure attachimnt (1203.009) provides a-clear line up and protection
strategy. This reduces the potential of errors in selecting the trains and componients. This
advantage is reduced by the time it takes to reach the procedure as the fire could be out before
the operators reach the protective steps.
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Simulator

The fire damage model was tied to several time phases in the simulator as summarized in
Appendix B.l. Equipment failures and timing are shown in Appendix B.2. The simulator
fidelity was very good. No indications of differences in the control room and simulator were
noted except the fire indication panel is not modeled in the simulator. In this scenario the fire
alarm panel power-supply is lost on the A4 bus trip with only the fire panel trouble alarm
activated.

11.2.1.8 Simulation of 99-M Fire Scenarios

The simulation of a fire in zone 99-M integrated the efforts of six activities. These are (I)
identification of the equipment failures as a function of timing from the fire growth model, (2)
testing the simulation to identify unusual or unexpected behaviors, (3) providiing
communications that would be expected (fire brigade, manual actions, and external
communications), (4) modelin crew organization for fire (leaving four in the control room and
one ofthe three local operators ), (5) observing the control room crew actions and
communications during the simulation, and (6) verifying the local manual actions called for by
the crew. This information is used to verify feasibility of the local actions and to provide HRA
inputs to the evaluation of the conditional core damage probability (CCDP). Typical requested
actions during the simulations included:

Investigate A4 bus

Go to A3 and be ready to Check equipment
Check position de- 9

Local manual control of EFW 7A (throttle 2620 and 2627)
D1512 - (CV2663 P7A turbine steam admission valve power) OPEN from breaker room
D5241 - (CV2667 P7A turbine steam admission valve power) OPEN from breaker room

Verify location on declaration of Site Emergency

The simulation observations are summarized in Appendix B.l.

-l.22 FeasibilityofManualActions

The potential control room and local actions for managing a significant fire in 99.M were
demonstrated to be feasible by walkdowns, and by observation of the application in the
simulation with local auxiliary operators carrying out a'simulation of the instructions in the plant.
The observations from the week at the plant were evaluated from the perspective of the nine
inspection criteria for assessing manual actions issued by the NRC 3 /6/03.

'Upon initial investigation they may call for the local fire department Vtis does not redue the number of liesed
operators in the control roan below the minimum needed, and supervisory Personnel might be available to provide
Support
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11.2.2.1 Instrumentation for diagnosis of core cooling status

Simulator observations presented in Appendix B illuistrate that the diversity of instnnenF'
permitted the control room crew to evaluate the hot shutdown cooling process equipment and
define needed local actions when some trains of instruments failed in spurious and odd

Once into thehot sbutdown-cooling phase the operators were able to prioritize their actions
based on the systems and equipment they had available. They were able to diagnose the need to
throttle back on the feedwater flow to the steam generators to avoid overfilling using control
circuits unaffectedd by the fire. The feedback on actions taken locally- (inserted by the training
simulator supervisor upon verbal communication from the field) was clearly observed by the
board operators and relayed to the procedure reader..

11.2.2.2 Environmental considerations encountered when performin§ manual action

For a fire in zone 99-M no local actions were required within the zone to maintain core cooling,
thus the temperature, smoke, toxic fumes and humidity conditions due to the fire'and fire brigade
actions would not likely effect the local action within the initial I hour of the simulation.

The environmental conditions that the operator would be expected to encounter during the
simulated fire were provided verbally to the local operator (e.g, the door is hot and smoke is in
the room and you can't enter here). All actions were in the auxiliary building where radiation
levels are at a minimum. Emergency lighting was available for all pathways from the control
room to the location, including special reflectors in the stairwells. Should the smoke and fumes
be released from the affected fire zone, protectivebreathing gear is available for breaker
operations in rooms connected by adjacent hallways !

11.2.2.3 Staffing in control room and fire brigade '

The simulation showed that the ANOI staffing plan for fires to be adequate for the 99-M fire
event and it is above the minimum required by the NRC.

The operating staff at the two-unit Dlant includes 4 licensed operators nd ashifi enrineer in the
control room and two auxiliarv orerators nd one waste control oeratorfor each unit. In the
case of a fire, a fire brigade of five people is formed.Two memb ers of the brigade will be from
the affected unit. lhe brigade leader will be the waste control operator and the 2'd memberfrom
the affected unit will be an auxiliary operator. This leaves the four control room licensed
operators, the shift engineer and one local operator tor managing the core cooling safety systems.

11.2.2A Communications -control room supervisor,'local operators and fire brigade

Communications observed during the simulation demonstrated the feasibility of using either set
ofprocedures to successfully manage the core safety functions.--
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Communications between the control room and all others involved in the simulation were of a
high volume, but the selfpowered radio phones permitted each person to hear the others
communication. The communiations were provided on a multiple channel self powered radio
system, which is independent of the fire effect in any zone and loud speakers for plant
communications from the control room (e.g., site emergency). The volume of communication
was high, but each person focused on only the important communications during the initial
stages of the event, which involved verification of the instruction, and verification of the action
completion.

11.2.2.5 Special tools for executing a local action

Most of the actions could be performed without any special tools.

In addition to the special tools of gloves, dosimeter, keys, flashlights, etc. some special tools
were needed for the A3 breaker operation, because control power to the breakers failed in this
event In particular, a grounding stick, which was available from a nearby location, was needed.
The valves all had attached hand wheels for manual operation.

11.2.2.6 Training on local actions and use of procedures

The local auxiliary operators demonstrated good knowledge of th e locations and how to operate
each equipment type.

For actions called for by the control room crew there was no discernable difference between an
experienced operator and a recently licensed operator for finding the location, the equipment,
and assessing the condition and implementing requested actions using either generic procedures
or verbal requests the requested action. The conclusion from this observation is that the training
process for field operators provides the key knowledge for operating any equipment specified by
the control room in addition to the guidance provided by procedures for generic operation of the
equipment.

11.2.2.7 Accessibility for performing local actions

The plant walk down demonstrated that the location and the equipment forperforming each
action were accessible. The simulation confirmed that the timing for performing the actions was
adequate.

A walk down of the pathways prior to the simulation was undertaken to verify that the possible
local actions could be undertaken. While mo st of the valves and breakers were easily accessible
from normal height or by climbing permanently fixed ladders, one valve for steam admission -
from Steam generator A to the 7A EFW turbine had very difficult access over several pipes and
in a cramped area. Its redundant valve from steam generator B to 7A EFW turbine was more
easily accessible via a fixed ladder. Hazard warnings or other obvious obstacles did not restrict
operators from operating the key safety valves or breakers. The pathway to each location was
assessable without going through fire zone 99-M.
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112.2.8 Procedures for response to a cornptex fire scenario

The evolution of a fre in zone 99-M is expected to be a very rare event, even so it was
demonstrated during the simulation that the current EOPs and new attachment could be used to
manage an extensive fire in that zone.

Current EOPIAOPIPr-Fre Plans

The current ANOI symptom based EOPs provided adequate guidance fora crew licensed on the
AN0 plant to manage all of the systems needed to protect the core following a fire in 99-M.

This was demonstrated by observation of one crew in the simulator, who successfully cooled the
core following the procedures and selecting the necessary floating step.- There was no time
requred for studying any ement of the procedure, as the crew appeared to have in mind all the
elements of how to maintain cooling given a continuously eroding man-machine interface. The
current 4rcdrewrA in an qIRF &rn mangecoeM ruv

ep~~~asin g of the fe permitted some successful automatic an t ery7
\ i th seuene; owecrtheoperators did not anticipate protecting te operating qimn

from spurious operations by removing power from the valves that were manual positioned.

New fire procedure attachment *

The new attachment provides specific guidance for lining up, controlling, and preventing
spurious actions from stopping a key safety train given a fe in 99-M.

In simulation of this event the crew did not start the new attachment for about 15 minutes after
the fire started. By this time it is expected that the damage to cables and the potential for new
spurious actions would be over, even if the temperature of the damaged switch gear was hi
enough to cause additional self ignition .Ionunately, the new a ent provides a process for 7

fmoving valves and breakers into their correct positions for core cooling, and then removing the
electric control power to prevent a future spurious operation. .The fact that the new attachment
provides specific valve and breaker idenitification numbers for communication to the local
operators fora fire in 99M means that the control room is more likely to be operating a tactical
manner for managing core cooling equipment during the event. Since the new attachment had
only recently been written, the crew had not practiced on the procedure before the simulaton.

11.2.2.9 Verification and vardation of local manual actions

Our walk down and simulation exercise provided averification and validation that the current
procedures as well and the new attachment could be performed to protect the core in the event of
a fire in 99M.

The control room identification of the action, the timing of the action, the route to the local
stations was clear of the fire zone, and the use of current auxiliary operators in the simulation
clearly showed that the such actions can be performed.'The only issue remaining is the effect
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that a real fire might have on the local environment (eg, smoke, heat and toxic gases). The
crew is trained in the use of protective gear including special breathing packs.

Once the actions are shown to be feasible the next step is to determine the reliability of the action
considering the details of the elements used in quantifying the error potential for each action as is
done in the next section.

12.3 Reliability of ManualActions (Human RellabilityAnalysis -HRA)

To evaluate the impact of a fire on the crew actions a human reliability modeling approach was
developed using the current human eror probability (HEP) values developed from the SAIC
TRC model [Ref 141, which is an integrated single model that considers timing and other factors
to produce a single human failure event (HFE) value.. The HFE represents an integration of
enor factors that apply to the scenario, whereas HEP refers to the human error associated with a
defined task not yet integrated into the overall scenario: The EPRI HRA calculator was used to
supplement the initial assessments with revisions in the PI and P3 assessments.

11.2.3.1 Current HRA model in the CCDP

The equation for the SAIC TRC is a lognormal distribution of the following form:

P(t) 27o -d [( )f

The HRA analyst accounts for the operational context by adjusting the parameters m and At for
nile-based versus knowledgebased behavior, no burden versus burden, and other performance
influencing factors.

The HFEs for non-recovery are based on the TRC system, which assigns an erro: mode category,
location, response time, tine available, errorfactors, and otheruncertainty factors. Defaults are
provided based on the event categorization, and rules of thumb are provided for the application
context. This system is useful for single scenario recovery models. Te i nev

nlication of the TRC model assumes good control and indication intefaces in the control room
and Inenllv reliable nstrumentation and no moke or flame nearby. It does not eXDlicitl_
addres the cognitive areas of&dtfion, situation assessment, planning, md execution of the task
(in the control room or locally).

The CCDP model for zone 99-M was developed by considering the bounding components that
could be damaged in a realistic fire as summarized in Appendix B.2 Based on the fire growth
model this included all equipment in an A4 breaker cabinet and the two cable trays above it. In
the realistic fire the amount of combustible material to feed the fire is not sufficient to form a hot
gas layer that damages the remaining equipment in the rooni. Thus, the fire model used to

2
in the silautiOm the rmlisic fv ws Fnded to asme a tot aVs 1y rt T-15 lm to ced the sillaicm by dmntein aD

equiezt in te room Eve in this cm both mr doted that the Omrent and nhmced EOPs we sufficient to
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update the CCDP includes the effects of filure of the wiring in the A4 breaker cabinet and the
cable trays above it. Since the hot gas layer would not affect the cables that are remote from the
fire, these cables are expected to remain insulated and operable.,

112.32 Update Modeling Process -

The existing HFEs in the model were extracted from the base case internal events CCDP model
as calculated above with the SAIC TRC as the starting point for the HRA evaluation. The aim
of the HRA fire evaluation is to update the HFEs provided for a transient model by considering
the impact of the fire on the ability to identify and take key actions given that the base case
assumptions of actions in the control room, reliable instrunentation and working controls are
available. In the fire scenarios for 99-M thein entc re not liable the controlsmav __ __ _

become n m s I aton ae to be taken locall maouly. To update the
existing it is assumed that the impact of the fire is to increase the error probability. To
systematically evaluate this effect, methods discussed in EPRI -TR-000259 [Ref. IS] are used to
examine potential cognitive errors and NUREG/CR-1278 [Ref. 16] is used to evaluate errors in
execution of the task.

HFE,, ' _, +AHEPj,, -HFE, * US&,.EP.

Thus, for any fire scenario the HFEs for the basic action can be examined and adjusted to
account for the fire effects on local actions taken when the MCR environment is unaffected by
the fire. The main effect is that some instruments are lost, some ma indicate the wron
positio an some re. The basic local action must be feasible, where
the feasibility of the action can be demonstratedby having the time available, proper tools,
interface capability, etc. A fire impact delta HEP was developed to account for the increase in
failure potential caused by the fire by considering additional co itive failures in dealing with
unreliable instrumentation and controls and implementation (execution) errors in the manual
actions due to local conditions. The AHEP is calculated from estimates of the change in the
cognitive and execution failure probabilities as impacted by the fire conditions as shown below.

A HE., APm + APM -A Pst .

No effort has been made to adjust the original TRC value for similar error modes considered in
the initial assessment. Hence, the values generated may be considered to be conservative in that
regard.

The process used for generating a set of generic conditions for each HEP is discussed in
Appendices A and B.

matc eve coofng_ Tey rched a ht Ad sbuwtdn conffimu pMMg to ps yer ied aD the other :qdpad
n te fim .
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11.2.3.3 HRA Quantification Elements

The values forAPcog and APexe that are impacted by the fire have been obtained by considering
different combinations of actions in version 2 of the EPRI HRA calculator [Ref. 171. The cases
assessed are listed below and presented in Appendix A.1. The cases described bdow were
selected to address changes in the HEP for fire conditions that are needed for risk comparison.
Primarily they address the use of the existing procedures and the revised proed Since
detection, planning and execution of the actions could take place either in the control room or
locally, a variety of cases are needed to address the specific conditions for the key actions
identified in the base internal events study. Thus, cases I and 2 address the impact of a remote
fire - when all actions are carried out within the control room - for current and new procedures.
Case 3 addresses decisions in the control room that'direct local actions. Case 4 addresses
immediate actions following a trip decision. Case 5 addresses cases where the evaluatio n and
decision on how to proceed is primarily locally,

Cases 6 and 7 address those HFEs where the fire conditions would result in no change (e.g., a
pre-initiator action for restoring a system alignment), or the action is not feasible (e.g., open or
close a breaker in the affected fire zone as a recovery action).

Case I FIREOLDP - generic assessment for current EOPs with floating steps in MCR

Case 2 FIRENEWP- generic assessment for new attachment with identification of specific
equipment and protectiv e actions in MCR'

Case 3 99-MFIRECR - assessment for decisions in CR and actions local

Case 4 99-MFIRECRE- assessment of CR actions early (e g, immediate actions)
Case 5 99-MFIRELOCAL - assessment of both decisions and actions made locally

Case 6 Equipment not available - assign I to the HEP
Case 7 No difference identified- Assignment of the same AHEP to both the Current and New

procedure.

Data to support the assessment were obtained from plant walkdowns to the locations where the
local manual actions can be performed, observation of two simulator runs for a fire growing in
99-M, and observation of simulated local actions during the simulator runs. The resulting
changes in HEP due to the hypothetical fire in 99-M are shown in Table 4 for cases described
above.

The existing HFEs in the CCDP model were then updated by assigning the values in the Table 4
as changes to the overall scenario description.

Table 4: Summary of potential HEP Increase cases due to Fire In zone 99-li

Realistic fire in 99-M failures at 9.Se-03 7.50E-04 LIE-02
I FIREOLDP T-0 T-2T-5T-9andT-IS

2 FIRENEWP Rlisticfirein99M winew 2.6-03 6.IOE-04 3.2E-03
procedures all actions in CR

3 99_MFIRECR Realistic fimw in 99-M decisions 9.8e-03 2.001-02 3.OE-02
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99-W IECRE4
in CR with local manual actocs
Realistic fire in 99-M Early CR
actions

4.7c-03 4.3*04 .IE -03

5 99-MFJRELOCAL * actios taken by field ie-02 2.6o-2 4.JE.02

6 NotFeasible - ;. I1: 1
7 No Chaute I0 ° 0

The detailed evaluations are provided in Appendix A.1 as output from the EPRI HRA calculator.

112.3.4 New Manual Actions

New manual actions, not in the original PRA; were identified during both the observations of
actions in the simulator and during the CCDP analysis.

Potential manual actions fom simulator observations . -, -

(JFrorn th e sim u at or observations thre pt enal DeW m ations were identified. Th

(1) If the manual trip did not occur quickly, then the fire might remove power from the 7A and
7B pump train valves and there would be no automatic start alignment. Tis might lead to
local manual actions for alignment of the steam admission valves to the turbine and train
alignment for the water supply to the steam generators (SG's)
Response is - the CCDP model does not have to be changed because all valves in 7B are in
correct alignment during standby and only a check valve opens when EFW starts. In the
Case of 7A only the steam admission valves are closed and these are modeled as if they can
be opened manually if spuriously shut. The new procedure also would reopen and isolate the
Toweitr inlv -

:

(2) If the operators fail to isolate letdown oranothirprimary valve fails open and HPI pumps are
unavailable then a loss of primary coolant could lead to core damage. Thus, the small loss of
coolant accident (SLOCA) scenarios night be included in the CCDP model to represent the
spurious opening of a primary system valve leading to the containment.

Rs CDP mode does not have to be changed because the letdown flow is
small, and under these conditions including rapid cooldown and HPI pumps available (in the

\ realistic fire) is not a core damage concern but an operational one, 

. .

(.ip ( I)
41e.(-(3) Failu to address spurious closure of CV-2800 damages the 7B pump causing loss of one

train of EFW.

Response is - the CCDP model does not have to be changed because this is accounted f
within the random failure rate, Spurious closure of this valve requires a hot short and
applies ontW if the hot gas layer occurs which is shown to be not possible with the material
loading in the fire zone. This was modeled in the simulator assuming the worst failure mode
for an extended fire.

- A n Jr, A G { C E n C
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Manual actions Idenfified dudng analysis of CCDP

(1) RECA3LOCAL

Operator fails to locally close 4160 Volt power breaker as a result of loss of do control power
due to open circuit caused by the fire.- This manual action re-establishes the electrical power for
all systems (except the 7B motor) drawing from the A3 bus including high-pressure injection
pumps. The operators open the breaker door and use the manual push button to close the
breaker.

The operators are highly trained on this action, which is proceduralized as part of the Alternate
Shutdown action steps. The procedures require use of flash protection, which takes about five
minutes to don. A base case assessment without fire was performed using the same model as the
other recovery actions.

The resulting HFE for this action is 5.12E-2 with a hardware failure of.02 yielding a base case
result of 7.1 2B-2 for manually closing a 4160-volt breaker.

(2) RECP7BLOCAL

This action and context conditions are the same as above except it is for the breaker that supplies
the 7B pump directly. The resulting HFE is calculated in the manner described above yielding a
base case result of 7.12E-2 for manually closing a 4160-volt breaker.

11.2.3.5 CCDP Input Results

The base PRA integrates recovery actions (restoring the function represented by a failed
component) on a cutset by cut set basis. Only one recovery was in each cutset of the CCDP
model. Each action in the initial model was evaluated to estimate the likely impact of the fire.'
In cases where the component was clearly damaged by the fire the HEP was set to one. In other
cases the elements from Table 4 were used to represent the HEP case. When there was no
perceived difference between the current and new attachment the delta HEP increase was the
same for both. The results shown in Table 5 are inputs to the CCDP model.

The values in Table 5 are the combination of the basic HFE and the A Pcog and A Pexe from'
Table 4 for a specific case assigned. The case identifies the values applied. If two numbers
appear in the case column, then the first is the A Pcog and the second is the A Pexe. This was
applied when the relationship between the procedures and local action were different than the
base cases. The events in italics were added as a result of the observations in the simulator and
needs of the CCPD evaluation. The base modeling process was used to provide the initial cases
for the n ew events.
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Table S. Summaryf adjustd HRA values In the CCDP model for fire In zone 99-4 

-3-

21

I ID0Ew+0 2IRA

FIP7ATNL OPERATRsAILTOCORREYREREE Q~iEbwIN17W 3.0DE413. 3 7 3.oo( 1 7
OPERATORS FAILTO CORRECLY REST REP17BAFTER

QHFIM7MThL MAINTENNI 3.OOE43 3OE.03 7 300E43 7
HF_____ OPERATORFAILS TO TRIP RCPS ON 30MINUIES , M 1E T 3 -2

OR FAILS TO OPEN CV3355351 TO TRANSFER E
OMANSWREC SUCIlONFROMCSTTOSW. I 3AE4S 410E-02 5 3.OOE2 3

OPER.4 OR FAILSTOALIAULOSE4160xV5JAKER WOETJ
tECELOCAL POWft F0A BUS Z2E42 1.09 WO! S PE-0.8E2 3
RECB34 OPS.FALSTOCROSSTEPOWERSUPPLY 400E.01 421E-01 O 5 4.14E-01 t
kECBs6 OP SFAILS TO ALIGN POWER TO B56 I tE+0 6 1 00+0 6

OPERATORFAILS TOALIGN W TO BACKUP CHARGER (D3A OR, . . 6
KECCHGRDWl D03B) - ; 2.09E.0 i L0E400 6 LDEe 
_E _ nOPERATOR FAILS TO ALGN ALERNATE 03 CHARGERTODDl 1 3 UIt DE0 I6 IDDED 6

......... I* *m( Ai 1 1.W XflNF ,,LI I %S PS~FIFI 20 I2EC 
vrcMx I~~~~~~~~ I sS2E4 I M"l .5 i.l7EI 3 . .

RECEFWSRC OPRA ORFAILS TO SWITCH EFW FROM T4 1B TOT41 L 03!E41 41 1E 42
OPERAT OR FAILS TO OPEN CV 407/08 OR COSE iV0e F AIL.

RLECHPIMAN2 OPREMOTELYNONr IS2E41 225E1 5 ZM.16E-01 3
OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN MU 23,24 ON LOSS OF 24 HPI LINES

RECHrMANI NON-IT 2.76E401 3.05E-l 5 297541 3
RECINVALT PEAR FArLS TO ALIGN THE SWING INVERTER - t.CE4OW 1.00E+00 6 t00E40 6

OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN CV1276M7AFrER FAIL TO OPEN _ 
REC2PMAM RENOTELYTBX MsE4U 1.32E-01 5 I22E-01 3

OPERATORFAILS TO OPEN DH SUPPLY TO HP) SUCTION AFTER
RECMA3 REMarE OP FAILURES 1.06E-1 142E-01 5 132E-01 3

OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN BRKR LOCALLY AT Al FROM UAT AND
RECMANDC COSEBrRFROMSUTIR-S 1.17E41 113E-01 5 IA-3E01 3

OPEATOR FALS TO OEN BRrR LOCALLY ATAI FROM UATAND .: . .
RECMANDCC CLOSEBKRFROMSUTITBX I.75E.2 5.74E4-2 5 4.66E- 3

OPERATOR FAILS TO RECOVER nA MAN AFTER EARLYSADM . ..
RECP7AMAN 1.17E01 1.3 14C1 5i 120E-01 2

OEAOFALS TO RECOVRPnA MNAFTER EARLY SMAM
RE__AMAN3 OPENNG _ _ _ _ _ __ 2.iE-M02 2.71E-02 4 1 2.70E-2 4_2

OPERATOR FAILS TO MAN SART/CONTROL nA RC SMADM _ ..
RECP7AMOV XFER CLOSED OR FT0 73 1.75E0 1 5E-01 5- 1.7"-l 2
RECm7Am. OV3 OPERATOR FAILS TO MAN STAXT NTROLP7A REC STM ADM

._______ XFERCLOSEDORFTOTBXRBX * - - - 7ssE42 .OE.02 51 L25E-2 2

OPLR.4 FoRFAIoMANUwALLrALiGN4I6OR4KER TosuPPLr7_
_E_7B_ _ _ __ 7.12E0 1.09 I 5 9.87E-02 3
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1

RECSECP SUCTIONFLOW -IA3E.021 I63E. 7 IA3E-01 7

RBCSWRBC2 FAUAME'TOOPENM ~~~7.94E.M 1.171-01 S 1.0713-01 3
OPA RFASTOPENC323TOflOVEREOR~CTOECP 

SWSWINGREC AVAIAnLEOWEROLM(NONT3 1M 234120. I 1.95E-0 2

GMWXOOC OPERATOR FAILSTOBEGINW'RFOLLOW GOM-ULCA 2101E04 1101-4 7 1hOE-C 7

11.24 General Observations

11.2.4.1 Key points

Procedures

Both the current and new EOPs adequately deal with a fire in 99-M

The current EOPs identify opportunistic actions for establishing key core cooling systems.

The new EOP attachment clearly identifies sets of components for tactically establishing and
protecting the core-cooling pathways.

The new EOPs offer slight HEP improvement over current EOPs.

A comparison of key actions with the NRC inspection criteria indicates that they pass a
qualitative feasibility test.

Simulations

No core damage was detected during simulations.

Operators were able to maintain large margins on all safety parameters during the simulation.

Simulation of 99-M fire, walk down and observation of local actions called for in EOPs indicates
that they are feasible.

A general control room operator comment was demonstrated and repeated duing interviews on
this process - "Because practice in simulators, very complex accident events seem to be
routine and cause no significant additional stress."
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Human rertability analys .

The CCDP evaluations indicate thai impact of AHEP is measurable but s mall between the two
procedures.

A fire in 99-M is expected to increase the HEP for feasible actions over the initial internal
events PRA results. '

The EPRI HRA calculator facilitates quantification and documentation.

Change in the HFEs ranges from zero to one depending on the fire s~enario context. In most
cases the change is less than 0.05.

112.4.2 Qualtative Evaluation of Feasibility for Manual Actions

Scmenhg for HRA . -

Both the control room actions and local manual actionshave'reasonable licelihood's of success
in preventing core damage for the realistic fire and the complete room affected fire when failures
occur over a time period using the existing procedures. This was demonstrated in the simulation
when the control room operators were exp osed to the type of alarms and control malfunctions
expected from a fire in the 99-M zone. The operators also contacted local operators interacting
at the local plant sites as they would under fire conditions.

The strategy for using symptom based- emergenicy procedures requires operators to think
beyond the opportunistic approach of responding to the situation to protect against bot'shorts and
erroneous signals.

The currentfire emergencyprocedures include warnings about possible hot shorts and
unreliable indications, but it is up to the operators to select cooling equipment and identify
protective actions. During simulation of the zone 99-M fire using current procedures, the
process revealed that the operators are able to "thiik" how to adapt to develop a conceptual
approach for dealing with a wide spectrum of fires, especially since there is time to do so when
the fire damage is simulated to occur progressively rather than unrealistically assuming all fire
damage occurs instantaneously.

The revisedfire EOP attachment includes explicitly identified cooling systems to line up for
operation and protective actions such as opening specific breakers to remove power from valves
that might spuriously close and inhibit operation of the EFW system. The simulation revealed
that the crew needs additional training on the new attachment, and as used it was started about 15
minutes after the trip and by this time the fire damage is expected to have potentially caused
spurious events. The procedure supports systematic realignment after spurious closures.

Application of InspecUon crdteda

The NRC inspection criteria for fire protection manual actibns [Ref. 13] were also used as a
measure of the qualitative identification of feasibility for performing operator actions. Table 6
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provides both a listing of key actions from the simulation (14) and through iteration with the
PRA model (5-6). These actions were evaluated via walkdown, simulation and observation to
support the feasibility evaluation.

Table G Summary of key local actions

I~~~
I Starting Px7A

manually and,
positioning
associated valves
Controlling EFW 
(A or B) to prevent
overl

Bot current and new EOPs
discuss ths local action hi
great detal (also In local
procedure
Both current ad new EOPs
dicuss this local or control
room action

FeasIble under both procedures. -
Corrections for spurious actuatlons are NOT
mentioned hI current procedure which my
delay full manual control of P-7A - -
Feasel under both procedures. Speciic
correctiv actions to counteract spurious
operations of the EFW are provided explicitly
In the new procedure

2

3 Local Closing A3 Thi action is NOT explicitly Feasible hI both current and new EOPst The
switchgear for P- discussed in the current new EOP attachment expaclty call for local
7B and HPI A EOPs but Is In the Altemate actions to manually close breakers for this
(e.g.. Inverter fires Shutdown procedure equipment

4 Isolation ot In both current and new Feasible CR action that Is highly
letdown to avoid EOPs ' proceduralzed step and can be perlbfied
rneedhg HPI localy
(Makeup) sooner

5 Startng HPI In both current and new Feasible CR action. New procedure adds
Ing long term EOPs direct discussion of possibilty of locally

startng the HPI purnip due to au kibe oit
pu., - 64 Problems

6 Switch to In both current and new Feastft CR action that Is performed ony
recircuation long EOPs after alt the equipment needed is verIfied to
term coolnq I be operational

As summarized in Table 7, application of criteria in column I to onsite actions listed above was
used to evaluate the feasibility of key local actions using methods in columns 2 to 6. The actions
called for during the simulation and anticipated as possible requests were feasible according to
the criteria. The key test becomes how reliable are they and what is their impact on the CCDP.
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Table 7: Basis for feasibility of loal action used to protect the core during a 99 fire

cmnr .. n

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Y es _ _ _ _ _ _X_ _ _

s toog s .Yes X x x

mining Yes _ . X X 
KYes X x __X -

Yes x ' x-_
Vedaion and vaidaton Yes X -_- X X X

112.4.3 Quanttat HRA -

In developing the CCDP there is a need to address special fire specific manual actions that are
identified in the fire procedures and to recover key components needed to ensure safe shutdown
of the reactor core under the fire scenario conditions.. The manual action for closing a 4160-volt
breaker to start 7B is parallel to the actions for 7A for opening the steam admission valves to
supply power to the turbine.

The fire in 99-M is expected to increase the AHEP for typical feasible actions over the initial
internal events PRA results from zero to a value in the range of3E-3 to 4E-2 for various
scenarios and conditions. If the action is not feasible, then the HEP assessment is set at 1.0.

There is actually a very small difference in the impact of the current procedures versus the new
attachment on the likelihood of core damage, however, the EOP new attachment helps the crew
move from an opportunistic approach to control (where the probability of action failure is in the
range of .5 to IE-2) to a more tactical control process (where the probability of action failure is
in the range of 0.1 to IE-3) [Ref. 181 Figure 23 illustrates the impact of thefire on the
estimate of the MEPs for the current EOPs and the new EOP attachment for a fire in zone 99-
M. It shows a slight decrease for some of the HEPs. ' The basic inputs to this figure are derived
from the inputs to Table 4. When the AHEPs are combined with the current HFE assesments as
provided in Table 4 it is interesting to compare the impact of the fire on the HFEs ordered from
smallest to largest in Figure 24. The impact for most of the actions considered is very small in
terms of change in overall frequency.
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Figure 24: Change In HEP for new Attachment compared with Current EOPs
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Figure 25: HFE values for current and attachment to EOPs for r In 99-M
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11.3 QuantIfication of the Conditional Core Damage Probabilities
(CCDP).

The conditional cored amage probability (CCDP) is a key element in the evaluation fire risk.
The CCDP represents the likelihood that for a given hypothetical fire scenario, the core would be
damaged. It uses fire frequency and additional fire modeling evaluations to establis h the overall
core damage frequency.

The CCDP calculation begins with the creation of an updated base model for the fire analysis.
Starting with the current PSA internal events model the following modifications and assumptions ~ 'a'D.

were used to create the bee CCDP mode. All non -transient sequences were deleted from the DC,
'fault tree using the "Delete Subtree" option in CAFTA, since the primary impact ofthe fire is S. .
expected to damage electrical cables leading to a loss of buses, electrical controlpointsanda -

plant trip. Next, all non4rip initiators were set to False and the trip initiator was set to True, this
accounts for those fires large enough for the operators to manually trip the plant, if not already
tripped automatically. The compress truefalse option in CAFTA was used to simplify the-
CCDP model by removing these fire independent initiators from the tree. The tree was - '
compressed and saved as firestartcaf. This fault tree now represents the basic CCDP model foar ' . M
manual trip. It contains the key systems and components needed for managing core cooling in < ' 
parallel with fighting the fire The base CCDP model result includes the reliability evaluation of.
those components and operator actions contributing to the success of hot and cold shutdown ' '

wo in .us ua tat onof the base CCDP model assumes that thefire no'6
impact on the systems, structures, components and operator actions used to reach hot and coldR
shutdown. For any specific fire zone the basic events can be set to fail if the components are
affected by the fire. The files for each fire scenario are stored in a PRAQuant file.

The next step is creation of a component failure list for each of the fire scenarios described V i
previously. '

A Microsoft Access database was created to expedite the creation of the failure lists for each
zone. The access file takes the scenario table and the conduit/raceway table and provides a list of
affected components represented as basic events in the CAFTA model for each scenario.

Each individual scenario list was reviewed for logical inconsistencies, which would then be
removed from the event listing or adjusted by adding special fire related actions or impacts. The

: I-#.0
. . f 5

Ct 1

foziowmg ruIes were applied to tc scenanos.
Power failures that occurbefore or at the same time as the control circuitry will prevent spurious

operations of components. These components will fail as is or in their normal loss of power
condition.

Components were included in the basic event failures list that were not included in the cable
lists. These were components that were directly impacted by the fire either as the fire
initiating source or as a component impacted by failure of cables for electric power supply or.
control circuits which was included in the list of conduits or cable trays.

A. 

i1ii U4 removes controi power irom ten A3 tus. inis will not alow any ox mne ureaxers 0
change position without local action. Instead of setting these events to TRUE in the tree,

l

,W. k A. 7
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they are set as equivalent to a new HRA action to locally close the associated A3 breaker to
start the component of interest 2 HRAs were created RECP7BLOCAL and RECA3LOCAL

CV-2663 will not open due to loss of power; however an HRA already existed in the QRecover
j? file to manually open this valve. The failure of this event was set to RECP7AMOV instead

ec~r/ ' of to True. _-
Using Table 7-2 of Rl~t 1006967;SSPUT;OUSActuation of Electrical Circuits due to Cable

Fiest, a probability ospuous operation was included in scenario 2 in the case of cables
near th e fire source but outside the impact of the direct explosion. These hot short
probabilities differed depending on the presence of a control power transformer (CPHT) in the
circuit. Analysis of each key zone by fire protection engineers provided a list ofthe cables
of interest and whether or not they contained a CPT. These events were named HSWCPT
and HSNOMP and were added to the basic vent listing.' HSWCPT was given a value of
0.3 originally to judge its importance in the cutsets. The value will be-changed to match the /
case B I value of 0.075 during the recovery process. HSNOCPT was given its correct value
of 0.6 based on the no CPT case fromi Reference 3. See Attachment C. -

Using the above rules, an excel spreadsheet was created for each of the scenarios. This
spreadsheet contained the unique set of events and how they would be set during the scenario
quantification. In order to expedite the quantification process, these events were then added
to the existing flag file for the current model. Each scenario now had a unique flag file that
contained all of the flag settings and the new basic event settings to implement the effects of
a fire scenario on the evaluation of the CCI P for that fire scenario.

PRAQuant was then used to quantify each scenario by reevaluation of modified CCDP logic
tree. 

The quantification then provided 7 starting cutset files, one for each fire scenario in Zone 99M.

The following adjustments were done to each of the cutsets before any recoveries were added. -" 

To eliminate unrealistic plant states ETM IAIXXX and ETM 1A3XXX were set to false.
ANO- I would not continue to run with either of the main switchgears out of service,
so this conservatism is removed.

To eliminate unallowed actions in the fire zone RECB56 and RECB5OR6 are set to
TRUE. These events although valid in the normal model could not be performed in
the zone 99-M fire because B55/56 and B6 are located in the room: Even if the
components were not damaged by the fire, operations would not crosstie equipment
in a room with possible fire and water damage. The possibility of shorting out the
good power side would be too much of a risk, and special heroic actions are not
modeled in the CCDP evaluation.

The cutsets were then subsumed and sorted by probability for ech fire scenario

Specific human actions were introduced into the model by running QRecover on the base
recovery file for each scenario. This step places basocase recoveries in the cutsets. 2 copies of
the newly created cutset files were then created.
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Finally the HRA QRecover files with the HRA values previously discussed were used to update
the scenario cutset files for each of the scenarios with the previous symptom based procedure
method and the new fire zone specific procedures.-

The following table provides the Scenarios and their results for each of the 4 stages of the
calculation process. PRAQuantpost ue/alse suinne, Base QRecover, Old QRecover and
New QRecover. ';.

Table 8: Summary of Calcuated Conditonal Cor D ag Probabltlea -

A

ISE-04 ME49 2.1FA)4 -LOE-04
4ME-04 13E-M 9.OE-04 3SE-04
RAT,05 2EE-W LSE-04 9.9E-05
8.6B.05 2.SE-04 1.8E-04 .9.9B-05

4 ME-0 4.CE-W 3.8E-05 12E-06
5 33E-02 3.0E-M ISE42 LIE-02
6 I -0E-02 .32E-(B 2.1E-03 LIE-03

'1*v 

rI

Note that scenario no. 5 currently has the largest CCDP; however many of component failures
resulting from this scenario occur at a time > 20 minutes. This time would allow the fire brigade
to mitigate the fire and would prevent many of the HRA necessities existing in this fire.
However, the current projected fire frequency for this fire is also very low (-E-6) so no further
work will be done on this fire scenario to remove these known conservatisms,because this
conservatively calculated scenario frequency is within an acceptable risk value.

11A Assessment Fire Risk In 99-M-

* Core damage frequency (CDF) is selected as the figure of merit representing risk in our
assessment.

11.4.1 Calculation Fire-nduced Core Damage Frequency

The fire-induced core damage frequency for the fire zone 99-M is calculated as the sum of the
risk associated with each fire scenario using the following equation:

.I -

CDF=X(Ac xWK xPxSFxEFx xCCDO)scenarlo

where is the generic fire ignition frequency forelectrical cabinets in the switchgearroom
reported in EPRI's Fire PRA implementation guide [Ref. 1], Wi andWi are the location and
ignition source weighting factors respectively, SF is the severity factor, EF is an explosion factor
(applied only to a high-energy fire in the 4KV switchgear), PM is the probability of the failure to
manually suppress the fire prior to damage to the first target and CCDP is the conditional core
damage probability given the damage caused by the fire scenario. This switcbgear room (fire
zone 99-M) does not have an automatic suppression system. -
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The fire ignition frequencies for the switchgear room and individual fire scenarios are calculated
using the EPRI FIVE and Fire PRA Guide methodology [Ref 1]. Although ANO has only 6
distinct switchgear areas, the EPRI guidelines indicates that "weight of a switchgear room
should be assigned according to the amount of electrical equipment located in the location. Each
of the two switchgear areas located in the turbine building has approximately twice the electrical
equipment located in the individual auxiliary building switchgear rooms. Consequently, the
number of switchgear rooms was increased from six (i.e. based on physical areas) to eight (i.e.
based on amount of electrical equipment). The location weighting factor, Wi's for electrical
cabinets are assigned a value according to the room location. For 99-M (i.e. switchgear room)
WFL 0.25 (number of units per site divided by the number of switchgear rooms or 2/8). In this
study, 7 of the 8 fire scenarios include cabinets as the ignition source of the fire. There are 17
cabinets in 99M, including the 10 cubicles in A4 switcbgear. Therefore, Wri is calculated by
dividing one over thenumber of cabinets in the room (1/17- 0.06) or fires in individual
cabinets, and (I 117 0 .9) for a fire in the switchgear cabinet. This value apportions the
generic frequency to each cabinet in the room. The location weighting factor (WFi) for the p lant
wide components-transformers was obtained by dividing the number of components in the
specified room by the total number of components in the plant. There are two transformers in
99-M. The total number of transformers is 98. Therefore, Wi is estimated as 0.02. One of the
transformers in 99-M is an instrument transformer, while the other is totally enclosed gas-cooled
unit using non-combustible gas. Neither is deemed to be a credible ignition source, but both
were conservatively included in the ignition source frequency calculation.

The severity factor, SF, adjusts the value of the generic fire frequency, which includes fires that
pose no challenge to plant safety, to reflect the number of fires that are of sufficient magnitude to
potentially cause damage to components/cables other than the ignition source. EPR's Fire PRA
Implementation Guide [Ref. 1] Appendix D provides severity factors (SF) for various ignition
sources. For switchgear room electrical cabinet fires, the suggested severity factor is 0.12. For
indoor transformer fires, the suggested severity factor is 0.10. No severity factor however is
provided for transient fires.

( 1l

�0

An explosion factor, EF, has been also included in the equation to reflect the potential for a high -
energy fire in the 4KV switchgear. The operating experience indicates that high-energy arcing
fault is a credible mode for high-energy electrical cabinets. This conditional probability, which
only applies in scenario lb, is calculated to reflect the percent of the fires in a switchgear that
will likely lead to a high-energy arcing event followed by a fire in combination with the
potentially ignited intervening combustibles. The conditional probability is derived by dividing
the number of energetic events in EPRI's FEDB [Ref. 12] by the total number of fires in similar
ignition sources. The derived conditional probability shows that severe (potentially damaging)
fires in switchgears are more likely to begin with high-energy arcing. This is supported by the
operatin g experience where more significant switchgear fires tend to be of arcing nature
(Waterford 1985, Oconee 1995, and San Ofiofre 2001).

Additional factors are used for the case of transient fires. The floor area factor is the percentage
of the floor area wh ere the postulated transient fire has to occur to ignite the three-tray stack.
This area constitutes I 0%/ of the open space in the room. A transient fire in any other locations
in the room either has no raceways in the plume (therefore requiring larger fires to be threatening
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through formation of high temperature ceiling jet or HGL) or affects a single raceway
threatening significantly less circuits/components.

Two types of suppression are credited in our assessment. One is prompt suppression by plant
personnel or fire watch in case of a transient fire or a fire during welding & cutting (hot work),
Operating experience supports the assertion that work activity (hot work or not) is the cause of
many transient fires. And the presence of the plant personn el (in many cases the same that
initiated the fire) is the most effective means of suppression for a transient fire in its incipient
stage. In case of a fire initiated during welding & cutting (hot work), nearly all US commercial
nuclear facilities tequire a fire watch present at the time of the activity. The operating
experience clearly reflects the effectiveness of these trained individuals as the first line of
defense in the suppression. The probability of suppression by the plant personnel and fire watch
for transient and welding & cutting fires was calculated from the operating experience and
documented in the EPRI Fire PRA Guide [Ref. 1,page K-3].- These values are used in this
assessment The other form of suppression credited in this assessment is suppression of an
electrical cabinet fire by the jlant fire brigade prior to damage to the target set. The probability }x

ofnon -suppression was obtained from Figure K-1 of EPRI's Fire PRA Guide [Ref. 1]. The
calculation of the time-to-damage (timie available for suppression) is described in section2. 11, 2.
The non-suppression No suppression was credited to prevent damage from the initial high-
energy plase of the 4KV switcbgear fire.

The conditional core damage probabilities including detailed analysisof the manual actions
needed to achieve safe shutdown was calculated for each scenario. The details of this evaluation
are docunented in section 113 of this report. - -

Table 9 lists the calculated fire-induced CDF's for the fire scenarios in fire zone 99-M.
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Table 9: Generic gnition frequencies and calculated CCOP's.

la
Non-energetic fire in the A4
switchgear. Nominal value, 100
KW fire

1.5-021 0.25 0.59 N/A 0.12 0.25 1.0 1.0 3.1E04 2IE-04 2.1E.08| 1.4&08j6.6E.09

lb Energetic cvent mn anyof the 1.5t-02 0.25 0.59 N/A 0.12 0.75 1.0 1.0 132.03 9.02.04 2.6E-07| 1.82-07 7.92-.08switchgea breaker cubicles.

Fire in the B55 MCC. Nominal
2 100 KW fire. A fire in Invertcr I.SE-02 0.25 0.06 N/A 0.12 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.81-04 1.8-04 7.4E.09 4.82-09 2.62.09

Y28 is bounded by this scnario.

3 Fire in the B56 MCC. Nominal 1.5&E02 0.25 0.06. N/A 0.12 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.82-04 1.82-04 7.4E-09 4.823-09 2.6',09
100 KW fire

Fire in the Y22 Inverter. Base
4 c, 100 KW fire. Fires inY24 1.5E-02 0.25 0.06 N/A 0.12 1.0 1.0 0. .OE205 3.82-05 5.3E210 5.0-10 2.6-1I1

ad Y 25 are bounded by this
scenario.

S Fire in the LoadCenterB6. 1.51i20 0.25 0.06 N/A 0.12 1.0 1.0 0 3.0-02 1.92-02 1.62-07 1.0t'07 5.82-08100OKW nominal HRR. -I* -- _ _ _ _ 
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Transient tire in areas of the room
Nhere cable trays are exposed to a
fioor based fire. Nominal Value
of 150KW.

3.611-02 2.00 0.02 0.10 1.0. I1.0

I':
0.50 1.0 3.213.03 2JIE-03 2JIE-07 IA4E-07 M.E.08

Cable fire caused by welding and '
cutting in areas of the room where

6b cable trays are exposed to a floor 13E-03 2.00 0.02 0.10 ,1.0 1.0 005 1,0 3iB03 2.AE.03- 8.3E-10 5.510 2.9E-10
based fire. Nominal Value of . . . -I 

_1TOKW. = = . = -

OTALI 6.6E-O 4.4E-O02207
J2

'rk11
1. y a '.

I C'

.1-

Nok

1. Generic frequency from EPRI TR 105923 page 47:,
2. Severity factors fom EPRi TR 105928. page D.7.
3. This ratio is derived from the records of the witchgear fires in tble 032 of the EPRI TR IOS928. Thi hows that ofthose switchgear events thtare severb,
4. ie.. likely of external damage, morc are the rsult of high-cnegy events nther than low energy thd flre. These are more likely outcome if Most scenariot involving

target damage to the first and second target set involve short time between detecion and damage and therefore no credit for fire brigade reponse
5. A fire in the switchgear nffects the power supply to the flre protecion panel in the control room maldng early detecion of the fire doubtfL In the sinulator exercisW he

fire was not detected until 10 minutes Into the first effect (damage) of the ire was obsved. The CCDPs are based on dmage to all the primay and seondary target
sets. No damging (70 F) hot g layer could be evaluated that cause loss ofall cleuits in the rom A 700oF HGL can only be generated in tLis rom s the rsult fta
large cable fire that Involves buming of 12.1Sm of 24inch wide cable tray (based on cable tray HRR of 41.85 Btu/ft2sec fr EPRI TR 105928, pa 111). Such a
cable fre requires I to 2 hours to develop in 2 and 3 cable tray stck respetively (based on cable fire spad te of 10 hftr
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11.4.2 Examinaton of Defense 4n-Depth and SafetyMargin

11.4.2.1 Fire Protection Defensein-Depth

In commercial nuclear industry, fire safety objectives, i.e., minimize probability of
occurrence and the consequences of fire, are achieved through a defense-in-depth
philosophy where defensive measures are put in place at different level of fire initiation,
progression arid damage to ensure that a fire will not prevent the performance of
necessary safe shutdown function and the and radioactive releases to the enviroment in
the event of a fire. The principals of fire protection defense-in-depth are aimed to:

Prevent fires from occurring
Detect, control, and extinguish promptly those fires that do occur, and:

Provide protection for structures, systems and components needed for safe shutdown so
that a fire that is not promptly extinguished will not prevent safe shutdown

Prevention is achieved through preventive maintenance program aimed, in part, at
prevention of fixed fires (through repair of faulty electrical equipment or leaking oil on a
pump) and transient combustible control program aimed at prevention of transient fires
by controlling the amount of th e transient combustibles introduced in the area and the
activities that can cause their ignition. Quantitatively, the fire scenarios in this room
show at least 3 orders of magnitude (IE-3) for frequency of damaging fires. Even though
these frequencies ae, for the most part, indicative of generic industry experience,
nevertheless they are consistent with the occurrence (or non- occurrence) of severe fires
at ANO over the past -50 reactor-years.

Detection and controlextingaIshment of fires in the area is achieved through a smoke
detection alarm system. With the exception of a fire in the switchgear cabinet A4, the.
alarm system will indicate the main control room of any fire detected in the room. A fire
in the switchgear cabinet A4 will disable power to the fire panels, limiting the
information provided to the control room. Early detection for fires resulting from
welding & cutting is achieved through use of fire watch. In addition ANO has a
dedicated full-time fire brigade trained to respond to fires in the 99-M switchgear room as
well as elsewhere in the plant..

Quantitatively, the fire scenarios in this room all have fire
detection/control/extinguishment capability in the range of IE-OI for prompt suppression
of transient fires by pant personnel or fire watch and suppression, by fire brigade, of fires
before they spread to the entire room. Refer to section 11.1 for the description of fire
scenarios and their timing.

Protection for SSD systems/components in this fire zone is achieved through a
combination ofthe following:

f'lil k
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Enough of physical separation of critical cables and circuits to limit fire progression in
some cases and provide the needed time for the fire brigade to control and extinguish
the fire,

Feasible and reliable means of safe shutdown (including manual actions) to safely x,>
shutdownthe plant afterthe postuated fire scenarios.

Quantitatively, this element was estimated to provide at least iS orders of magnitude
(fire scenario CCDPs range fron 4E-5 to 3E.02) for most fire scenarios in thk area.

IIA.2.2 Safety Margin

A critical aspect of risk-informed decision -making is recognition of inherent uncertainties
in the estimates and consideration of these uncertainties in the decisionmalking.
Determination and use of margin is one way to ensure appropriateness of the decision in
the face of these uncertainties. The following discussion is a qualitative assessment of
the safety margin.

We used the concept of limiting fire scenario described in the NFPA 805 (sections 1.6.36
and C.3.3) to ensure confidence in our estimate of fire consequences. The NFPA 805
define a limiting fire scenario as," Fire cenario(s) in which one or more of the inputs to
the fire modeling calculation (e.g., heat release rate, initiation location or ventilation rate)
are varied to the point that the performance criterion is not met. The intent ofthis
scenario(s) is to determine that there is a resale margin between the expected fire scenario
conditions and the point of failure."

:-r

Having already included a high-energy fire in he 4KV switcbgear where considerable
failures occur in virtually no time followed by additional time-phased failures (if
suppression is failed), we defined the creation of a hot gas layer (leading to failure of all
circuits in the room) as the "point of failure." We determined the following conditions
required to reach this hypothetic "point of failure."

Cable damage temperatures of`400-500TF and a 500KW fire that ramps in 12 minutes ca
reach the "point of failure". The cables at ANO were investigated and confirmed to
be thermoset with 700°F damage/ignition temperature

The only credible means of generating a 700PF HGL is through a large cable fire (over 24
linear ft of 24" cable trays). Even though such a cable fire can theoretically be
developed if the cable fire continues for nearly 2 hours unchecked, there are realistic
considerations that make such occurrence non -credible. Foremost, a cable fire of
such magnitude requires considerable volume of oxygen to sustain. These cable fires
are expected to be in the smoke layer once the smoke layer reaches the top of the
door. Once in the smoke layer, intensity of the cable fire will be controlled by the
oxygen availability. With an elevated cable fire that grows at a rate of 10 linear fl/hr
as input;

- The oxygen depletion occurs very quickly, regardless of open or closed door

- Te cable fire does not grow beyond the initial 12 ft and

,0 . 1'4
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- The temperature peaks at 500-535"F

The cable fire has to be below the settled smoke layer, 4-5 ft below the door opening,
for the cable fire to continue to grow.

Therefore, the scenarios analyzed in our analysis particularly the high-energy arcing fault
in the 4KV switchgear and the ensuing cable fires is bounding with sufficient margin.
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III DETERMINATION OF THE RISK-SIGNIFICANCE
OF THE ISSUE

To determine the risk-significance of the manual actions at ANO the estimates for other fire
zones need to be generated. The NRC SDP provided 2 other ANGO- zones to evaluate. The
estimates of fire risk for other areas of the plant were generat ed using walkdown and
approximation.

The fire risk estiinates for these fire zones is Fsu ized in table 10.

I . .

I.
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Table 10: Summary of the Rlsk-SignIficane, of the Safe Shutdown Manual Actions Issue at ANO Unit I

Unit I 4KV (IA4)
Switchgear room

6.6E-07100N Unit I 4V (I A3)
Switchgear room

4.41E-07 2.2E3-07 Assumed similar risk profile as the Unit 1 4KV Switchgear room

I 
. .

104S Unit I Electrical
Equipment Room

13E-07 8.8E-08 4.4E-08 The hazard profile in the room similar to 99M, i.e., MCCs and inverters (no control panel
was observed in the room). The primary source of fire is the MCCs 21 (Black or non-
safety) and SI (Red division) w ith Red division 3-stack cable tray above. Fire zone 104S
is a compartment in the auxiliary building. Therefore the electrical cabinet ignition
frequency will be a fraction of the total AB electrical cabinet ignition frequency, i. e.,
1.9E-02 and therefore lower than the 99M switchgear room electrical cabinet fire
frequency, by an order of magnitude assuming 20% of the electrical cabinets in the AB
are in this room. There are some 41 60V circuits in the room. The circuits are related to
the swing makeup pump (P36B) and are routed to the Motor Operated Disconnect (MOD)
switch. Essentially, it's a switch that connects to either a red division breaker or a green
division breaker. This switch is treated as switchgear with potential for ahigh energy
arcing fault. The consequence of an MCC fire in this room or an energetic fault in the
Motor Operated Disconnect (MOD) switch does not appear to be worse than the fire zone
99.M.

Therefore the risk in this room is estimated at half an order of magnitude lower than 99-M
for the following reason: 1) frequency of a fire is S times lower, b) consequences of loss
of circuits to a fire are no worse than 99M based on the known Appendix R
components/circuits in the room (assumption), and c) a damaging 700F hot gas layer is
non-credible without a large cable fire (see discussion under 99M) based on the type of
the ignition sources (MCCs and inverters), room size and configuration of the cable trays.

, .

trOTAL - -I1.5E-06 I 9.7E.07 I 4.9E.07 I

eowz �
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IV CONCLUSIONS
In response to the issu e of adequacy of the mariual actions at the ANO power station, a fire
significance determination process (SDP) examination was performed. Following are the
conclusions of this examination-:

Reliability of the Manual Actions - The manual actions identified during the simulation and
from the ANO unit I PRA' were evaluated. The plant walk down and simulator exercise showed
the equipment was accessible and the operators had enough knowledge to use their procedures to
perform each of the actions necessary .Our assessment of the manual action using generally
accepted human reliability methods show that the manual actions, using both the old and the new
procedures are reasonable and reliable. Detailed simulation of the maximum expected fire
scenarios were done with two independent crews to obtain data for the development of the
human reliability estimates. Following are a few insights:
Previous procedures use an opportunistic approach to control where crews respond to cues and

symptoms by selecting the appropriateprocedure for that condition

New AOP attachment assists crew to respond using a more tactical control process'
Identifying symptom or cue will generate appropriate response for either procedure

Ability to recover from spurious actuations i enhanced in new AOP's
Risk -Significance of the Current Synptomatic Procedures - Our assessment of the risk-
significance of the current proceduies used to reach safe shutdown for a fire in fire zone 99-M
shows that the ? CDF to zone specific procedures is less than IE-06fyr, i.e., a Green finding. An
examination of elements of defense-in-depth (DiD) and safety margin shows that an adequate
balance in the DiD elements is maintained with adequate margin in the determination of the
consequences of the fire. '
The following are some of the key observations and important factors in our examination of the
issue, particularly as it relates to the fire zone 99-M;

The bounding fire results from a high'-energy arcing fault in the 4KV switchgear and the ensuing
fire. This fire starts with and immediate set of failures followed by time-phased secondary
failures caused by the ignition of the intervening combustibles. Time-phased failures are
critical in the effectiveness of the operators.

A 70(FF damaging hot gas layer in the fire zone 99-M is not credible due to the configuration of
the combustibles in the room. A zone-wide daiage scenario through a large cable fire is not
possible due to the location of the cable tray, i.e., in the smoke layer above the door opening.
Even if such scenario was assumed its timing to reach damaging hot gas layer will reach 2
hours due to slow growith (10 f/hr) cable fire.' 
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APPENDIX A.1: BASIS FOR INCREASE IN HFES
DUE TO FIRE

This Appendix provides a summary of various cases for evaluating the effects of the fire
on the ability to carry out various actions needed to cool the core and maintain primary
integrity as a result of a fire in zone 99-m where the A4 bus breaker control cabinds are
located. Table II shows the results in terms of the change in cognitive and execution
errors due to the context of the fire for specific tasks. The calculated HEPs are combined
with the existing HFEs and then mapped to the CCDP model. The values were based on
the use of the logic trees described in Appendix A.2.

Table 11: Summary of HFE Increases due to Fire In zone 99-M

99-MFIRECR Itaftdo ft I9 ddT -i: i CR Bhs .8e- . .

99-MFIRECRE Res ae i 99-M 1 b CRcu 4.70-03 4.3o-04 5.1603 5
99 Lo actin taken by MU OP 0 2.6-02 4.1E02 T
MFIRELOCAL I

A.1.1 FIREOLOP, Realistic fire In 99-M failures at T-0 T-2 T-5 T-9

Basic Event Summary

GWH - -
04=3
CDBTWTHERP I

FIREOLDP SUMMARY

Without Recovery With Recovery
7.00-02 9.8e-03
1.0e-02 7.5o-04 

1.1 02
5

I

HFE Scenaro Description:

The operators are required to establish cooling to the SGs- the MFW and EFW 7A and
7B are all available if the trip is early (as simulated for a fire even with a hot gas layer).

This is a moderate to bih stress evolution because of the large number of alanns, but one
that has been trained on in the simulator. The old symptom based procedures provide
details and warnings related to fires. The operator should manually trip the reactor
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because of excessive alarms. In fact the challenge is to prevent SG overfill and maintain
the cooling as additional failures cause loss of indications, loss of power to valves,and
even spurious closures and alarms. Even with no fire alarm, loss of instrumentation,
loss of power to valves and spurious closures the core was clearly protected throughout
the fire evolution of a simulated growing fire in 99-m that eventually tool out all 
equipment in the room. The old procedures provided sufficient guidance, however no
consideration was given to protecting equipment frnm hot shics- Manufla a'cons
were required and were initiated by verbal communication over phone.

All local actions requested were feasiblh.

Related Human Interactions:

Adjust the baseline HEP values established for the internal events. This calculation
provides additional errors due to the fire context that was not applicable to the internal
events assessment. Uses floating steps derived from symptom based procedures

Performance Shaping Factors:

H eavy communication is required between two field operators, the fire brigade, offsite,
and in the control room.

|;S> z During simulation some equipment started then failed and indications were lost requiring
detective work by the operators and the shift technical advisor (STA).

'/ If Operators stated that they focused on alarms on running equipment and those used in the
selected cooling strategy.

Manual reactor trip is applied early because of the large number of alarms.

Control room operators identify and request the local manual actions using procedures.

Specific components (e.g., valves, breakers and some pumps) whose control circuit
cables fail open due to the fire are not remotely operable from the control room, however
might be operated locally by manual actions.

i Restoration actions depend on the specific failure mode of the circuits (e.g., loss of power
cables, loss of control cables, spurious operation induced by fire).

The operators go to location without going through the affected fire zone.

The time to reach the zone and take action is sufficient (considering security and
radiation protection).

Lighting is available along path.
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Local man-machine interface ermits the action (open, close, control, monitor).

Local environment permits action (temperature, noise, smoke, lighting, etc.).

Local action is verbally instructed and local procedure (generic or specific) is available.

Special tools are available.

Feedback on action is available (sound, visual position, feedback from control room).

Time to implement action is sufficient.

Procedure and step governing HI:

Floating steps in EOPs as selected by the control room crew

Cognitive Unrecovered

FIREOLDP

Cue:

Feedback from local report because failure of alarm when A4 bus is lost

Multiple alarms

Duration of time window available for action (lW): 1950 Seconds. The base case
models used 40min or 2400 seconds of which about 450 seconds are estimated for
hearing a report back on the fire and location.

Table 12: FIREOLDP cognitive unrecovered

Pc,: Availability of Information e 5.0e-02
Pcbg Failure of Attention 1 7.5e.04
Pc,; Mlsreadfmscommunicate data g 4.00.03
Pcg Information misleading b 3.00-03
P,: Skip a step n procedure 0 6.0e-03
Pc; Misinterpret Instruction 1 6.0-03
Pc, Misinterpret deckseou logic I 3.00-04
Pct Deliberate violation

Sum of Pc. through Pc = Initial Pc = 7.00-02
Total Reduction In TW 450.0 Seconds
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Cognitive Recovery
FIREOLDP

Table 13: FIREOLDP cognitive recovery

C 4C -~ Fia

Initial HEP |: Vlu|f |> i|e | |vi|
5.oe.02 X - . - 5.Oe-01 |- 5.0001 .107 5.4e-03
7.5e04 I X - - I - 1.0e-01 CD 1.0 7.50.04 15
4.00-03 - . X _ 1.00-01 MD 1.5-01 6.0e-04 15
3.0e03 a X .__ . 5.0e001 - 5.0e001 1.50-03 15
6.0e-03 X . . . . 1.08-01 MD 1.5e.01 . 9.00-04
6.0e-03 _ X - - 1.00.01 LD 5.60-02 _ 3A04 15
3.0e-04 . . _ . - NC . 1.0 3.0e-04 15

IRVI I X ;-. 1.00-01 - 1.0ee01 15
rMS; KleXEMSEV ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~9.80.03

Seconds

Recovery Factors Identified:
Self Review by Stars
Extra crewmembers
STA review
Local feedback

Execution Unrecovered
FIREOLDP

Table 14: FIREOLDP execution unrecovered

i PICUMfS: K lenevmy
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Execution Recovery
FIREOLDP

Table 15: RREOLDP execution recovery

Ina Msmw Kn n conw Nan 1 100*221I Ror | 2.6"2Z~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i__
P , .. H I - - I 7.8.04 I
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A.12 FIRENEWP, RealistIc fire In 99-M wlth new procedures all
actlons In CR

Basic Event Summary
GWH

- S 0 4 ' ; . , . .
CDBTMWTHERP

-{ FIREWNEWP SUMMARY

WthOut RCOVwY With ROCOVer

3.3e-02. :.6W03
o _ _ - - B.OO O3 - ~~~~~~~6.1&-04- ...-
- l _ ~~~~~~~~~~~329-03

HFE Scenario Description:

The operator should manually trip the reactor because of excessive alarms, and verify or
perform immediate actions and call for investigation ofA4 breaker room.

This is a moderate to high stress evolution because of the large number of alarms, but one
that has been trained on in the simulator. The new attachment to the symptom-based
procedures provides specific details for both establishing cooling with manual local
actions assuming the worst-case fire conditions. The operators are required to establish
cooling to the SGs - the MFW and EFW 7A and 7B are all available if the trip is early (as
simulated for a fire even with a hot gas layer).

Early trip causes all valves to be in the proper positions for cooldown to hot shutdown; if
the trip were delayed the alignments would have to be locally manually established. In
early trip cases the challenge is to prevent SG overfill aid maintain the cooling as
additional failures cause loss of indications, loss of power to valves, and even spurious
closures and alarms. Control room operators define actions for local operators. Even
with no fire alarm, loss of instrumentation, loss of power to valves and spurious closures
the core was clearly protected throughout the fire evolution of a simulated growing fire in
99-im that eventuallyresulted in failure of equipment located throughoutthe room. The
old procedures provided sufficient guidance, howeverno consideration was given to
protecting equipment from hot shorts. Manual local actions were required and were
initiated by verbal communication.

All local actions requested were feasible.

Related Human Interactions:
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Start with new procedures. This calculation provides additionaVerrors due to the fire
context that was not applicable to the internal events assessment. Adjust the baseline
HEP values established for the internal events. This calculation provides additional
errors due to the fire context that was not applicable to the internal events assessment.

Perfonance Shaping Factors:

Heavy commnication is required between two field operators, the fire brigade, offsite,
and in control room.

During simulation some equipment started then failed and indications were lost requiring
detective work by the operators and STA.

Operators stated that they focused on alarms on running equipment and those used in the
selected cooling strategy.

Manual reactor trip is applied early because of the large number ofalarns.

Control room operators identify and request the local manual actions using procedures.

Specific components (e.g., valves, breakers and some pumps) whose control circuit
cables fail open due to the fire are not remotely operable from the control room, however
might be operated locally by manual actions.

The restoration actions depend on the specific failure mode of the circuits (e.g., loss of
power cables, loss of control cables, spurious operation induced by fire).

The operators go to location without going through the affected fire zone.

The time to reach the zone and take action is sufficient (considering security and
radiation protection).

Lighting is available along path.

Local man-machine interface permits the action (open, close, control, monitor).

Local environment permits action (temperature, noise, smoke, lighting, etc.)

Local action is verbally instructed and local procedure (generic or specific) is available.

Special tools are available.

Feedback on action is available (sound, visual position, feedback from control room).

Time to implement action is sufficient.
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Procedure and step governing HI:

New procedure 1203.009 Fire Protection System Anrnunciator Corrective action

Cognitive Unrecovered
FIRENEWP

Cue:

Report from~fidld because fire panel lost on A4 bus trip

Duration of time window available for action ( : 1950 Seconds. The base time for
the initial HFEs was 40 min or 2400 seconds. Based on the simulator results and
discussions it appears the about 7.5 minutes is an estimate of the time to reach and report
on the event.

Table 16: FIRENEWP cognitve unrecovered

Pc; Availitd ity of Informaton d 1.50-03
Pc; Falure of Attention m 1Se-02
Pc,: Mlsreadhnscommunkate data g -4.00-03
Pc4 Inormton misleading b 3.0e-03 
Pc; Sldp a step In procedure g 6.0e-03
Pct Misinterpret nstruction d 3.0e-03
Pc, Misinterpret decision logic I 3.0e-04
Pc: Deliberate violation

Sum of Pc. through Pc, t InItIal Pc = 3.30-02
Total Reduction In 1W = 450 Seconds

Effective TW = 1950 Seconds
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Cognitive Recovery
FIRENEWP

Table 17: FIRENEWP cognitive recovery

g Inltal-EP| 2 a| cnlin~~aIHEP ~ L ~J' (0 Q) W Value

1.5e-03 _ X _ _ _ 5.0e01 - 5.00-01 . 7.50-04
1.5e-02 , _ X . 1.0.-01 ZD 1.50.02 _ 2.20-04 15
4.00-03 . . X . 1.0e-01 1.0e-01 4.0e-04 15
3.0e-03 - X - 1.0e-01 1.00-01 3.0e-04 15
6.0e-03 X _ 1.0e-01 1.00.01 6.0e-04
3.0e-03 _ _ X . _ .Oo1 - 1.0001 U_____ 3.0e-04 15
3.00-04 . .30 4 X . 1.00-01 1.0e-01 3.0-05 15

i . . X 1.0e-01 - 1.0e 01 , 15

MM999MMM32 2.6e-03
Seconds

Recovery Factors Identified:
Self Review by Stars
Extra crewmembers
STA review
Local feedback
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Execution Unrecovered
FIRENEWP

Table 18: FIRENEWP execution unrecovered

2 t2J7E 2. 5 I M 12 I 5.4.02ACbons: o0se wa rsoow-Lfl

Execution Recovery.
FIRENEWP

Table 19: FIRENEWP execution recovery -~~~.~. ............-......... .

-1 ,

C.- - . -, -.. I. 
- - -

m , I I liiiiiiiiiiii9li� �.illillilligill
1 Control roorn action - . 6.060 i - I---- I � Me-042 --- ] Ot"m mid recow 5.4e-02 LO - 1 1.00-011 I � - . I

I --- -- -

C'
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* A1.3 99-MFIRECR, Realistic fire In 99-M decisions In CR for local
actions '

Basic Event Summary
GWH
04r43M

M = m CDBTMfTHERP

99 MFIRECR SUMMARY

Without Recovery With Recovery
5&7e-02 9.80-03
2.0e-02 2.00-02

5 I
HFE Scenario Description:

Fire in 99-m is known and this addresses fire effects later in the ev ent.

Local operators are required to control cooling to the SGs through EFW 7A or 7B to
prevent SG overfill and maintain cooling.

Local actions to isolate EWF feedwater valves to ensure that fire will not spuriously close
the valves are assumed not to have occurred.

This is a moderate to high stress evolution because of the large number of alarms, but one
that has been trained on in the simulator. Early trip causes all valves to be in the proper
positions for cooldown to hot shutdown, if the trip were delayed the alignments may have
to be locally manually established. In early trip cases the challenge is to prevent SG
overfill and maintain the cooling as additional failures cause loss of indications, loss of
power to valves, and even spurious closures and alarms. Control room operators define
actions for local operators to control valve positions because the control circuits are lost.
The old procedures provided sufficient guidance, however no consideration was given to
protecting equipment from hot shorts. By the time that the operators got to the
protective steps in the procedure the fire damage assuming a breaker fire would be
completed.

Manual local actions were required and were initiated by verbal communication over
phone. Thus, valves su ch as CV-2800 could go closed. This was no problem for plant
cooling since both MFW and EFW 7A were available.

All local actions requested were feasible.
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Related Human Interactfons:
Adjust the baseline HEP valu established for the internal events. Ibis calcnlatio' provides additiona
arm due to the fire context that was not applicable to the internal events assessment. Uses floating steps
derived from symptom based proceds

Performance Shaping Factors: --

Heavy communication is required between two field operators, the fire brigade, offsite,
and in contrnl romn.

During simulation some equipment started then failed and indications were lost requiring
detective work by the operators and STA.

Operators stated that they focused on alarms on runnhg equipment and those used in
cooling strategy.

Manual reactor trip applied early because of the large number of alarms.

Control room operators identify and request the local manual actiohs using p dcedures'

Specific components (e.g., valves, breakers and some pumps) whose control circuit
cables fail open due to the fire are not remotely operable from the control room, however
might be operated locally by manual actions.

The restoration actions depend on the specific failure mode of the circuits (e.g., loss of
power cables, loss of control cables, spurious operation induced by fire).

The operators go to location without going through the affected fire zone.

The time to reach the zone and take action is sufficient (considering security and
radiation protection).

Lighting is available along path.

Local man-machine interface permits the action (open, close, control, monitor).

Local environment permits action (temperature, noise, smoke, lighting, etc.).

Local action is verbally instructed and local procedu re (generic or specific) is available.

Special tools are available.

Feedback on action is available (sound, visual position, feedback from control room).
T17ime to implement action is sufficient.
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Procedure and step governing Hk

Symptom based with floating steps plus fire cautions

Cognitive Unrecovered

99.MFIRECR

Cue:

Report from the field (either A4 or security) See fire brigade script

Duration of time window available for action (TW): i950 Seconds. The base case
models used 40min or 2400 seconds of which about 450 seconds are estimated for
hearing a report back on the fire and location.

Table 20: 99-MFIRECR cognitive unrecovered-

Pc1 Availability of Information ' e 5.00-02
Pct, Failure of Attention | 7.5e-04
Pc,: Misread.i'mscornmunicate data g 4.0o-03
Pcg: Information misleading b 3.0o.03
Pc.: Sdp a step n procedure e 2.0o-03
Pc; Misinterpret nstruction f 6.0e-03
Pci Misinterpret decision logic i 1.00-03
Pch: Deliberate violation

Sum of Pc, through PCh = Initial Pc = 6.7e-02
Total Reduction In TW = 300 Seconds

Effective TW 1950 Seconds
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Cognitive Recovery
99.MFIRECR

Table 21: 99MFIRECR cognitive recovery

Initlal HEP

5.0e-02

SQ0 X
'All3

C

0

Ii 

5.

5.0.01O

a :U.l

5.0e 01

Final 
Value I

. 5.0e-03X I
7.5e-04 X - , 1.0-01 t.08-01 I = 7.5e 05
4.0e.03 - 1.0.-01 1.0e-01 4.0e-04 15
3.0e-03 ._._ _ _ 1.0e-01 1.0.-01 3.00-04 15
2.0e03 X- - 5.0e-01 . 5.0e-01 1 .25 5.0e-04
6.0e-03
1.0e.03

X
X

5.0e-01
c n n4

- 5.0e-01
- 5.0e 01
- t.e-01

3.0e-03
5.0e-04--. _ _ _.-I I-

9.8e-03
Seconds

Recovery Factors Identified: This applies to the hidden Instrumentation cases
Self Review by Stars
Extra crewmembers

STA revlew
Local feedback .

I . .
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Execution Unrecovered
99.MRRECR

Table 22: 99.MFIRECR execution unrecovered

kV I I "MMI I I 

Execution Recovery

99-MFIRECR
Table 23: 99-MFIRECR execution recovery

I ~ ~~ I I manual ato Incnolro 1.9s42 
-2 - i!reconfine - 8.604 
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A.1.4 99-MFIRECRE, Realistic fire In 99-M Early CR actions ..

Basic Event Summary.
__ 6~WH
0 0~~~4rm~

CDBTMITHERP

9AMFRECRE SUMMARY

Without Recovery With Recovery
- IA.02 . . 4.7603

40I04 . -- 4.3.04
- - 20-03

: I_ 5 

HFE Scenario Description:

Complete immediate actions and call for local evaluation of A4 bus.

This is a moderate to high stress evolution because of the large number of alarms, but one that
has been trained on. This case addresses the immediate actions following a trip. The operator
should manually trip the reactor because of excessive alarms. The operators are required to
establish cooling to the SGs - the MFW and EFW 7A and 7B are all available if the trip is early.
Early trip causes all valves to be in the proper position for cooldown to hot shutdown, if the trip
were delayed the alignments would have to be locally manually established. In early trip cases
the challenge is to prevent SG overfill and maintain the cooling as additional failures cause loss
of indications, loss of power to valves, and even spurious closures and alarms.

Related Human Interactions:

Adjust the baseline HEP values established for the internal events. This calculation provides
additional errors due to the fire context that was not applicable to the internal events assessment.
Uses floating steps derived from symptom based procedures.

Performance Shaping Factors:

Well-nown steps.

Reactor trip applied early because of the large number of alarms.

Control room operators identify and request the local manual actions using procedures.

Procedure and step governing Hi:

Immediate actions
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Cognitive Unrecovered
W9MFIRECRE

Cue:

Loss ofA4 b reaker and manY alamns

Subsequent cues for loss of instruments and control circuits are later.

Duration of time *indow available for action W): 1950 Seconds. The base time for the
initial HFEs was 40 min or 2400 seconds. Based on the simulator results and discussions it
appears the about 7.5 minutes is an estimate of the time to rach and report on the event.

Tabe 24: 99.UFIRECRE cognitive unrecov .ed

P. Availability of Information d 1 05e 03
PRb: Filure of Attention J 7.504
PcI* M lsreadklsoonwnunlcat data o 3.0&M3
P Information nmleadlng b 3.0.-03
Pc; Skip a stp In procedure a 2.00 03
q Msinterpret Instuction b 3.00-03

PFt Misinterpret dedson logic 1&0.04
k;., Deliberate violation

Sum of P, through P, InWal Pe a 1.40 02
Total Reduction In TW 450
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Cognitive Recovery
99-MFIRECRE

Table 25: 9MMFIRECRE cognitive recovery

Initial HEP

1.5.-03

*0
~ 0) ~ I < 

.~C

'C
U14

I !
1' it

5.0.-01 - 5.08-01

Final
Value I I

9A&es4X .f
7.50-04 X - I_- - I - I 1.0-O I HD 5.00-01 1 3.88-04 15
3.00-03 . X - 1.0-01 MD. 1.50-01 4.5e-04 15
3.00-03 . _ X - . -I 1.0e-01 MD 1.5-01 _ 4.5-04 15
Z0-03 ' X - . 5.0e-01 .- 5.00-01 __ _ 1.00-03

^~~~~~~~ nA n^,I ._A .___ 
3.ue-0u
3.00-04

X .0-01 - 5.00-01
MD 1.4e-01

1.50-03 15
4-2&. 15~

_ _ 

- . 4.7e-03
QINS9

Recovery Factors Identified:
Self Review by Stars
Extra crewmembers
STA review
Loc~l feedback . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . - ,, . , _ .

* - . ;
. , .

, , * Y , * s .

. . . .
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Execution Unrecovered
99-MFIRECRE

Table 26: 99.MFIRECRE execution unrecovered

1 1 ~~~~~4.3E:<4 20-I I I I I I 4.3*0
AOrs Manual acio Inc-o 

Execution Recovery
99-MFIRECRE

Table 27: 99-MFIRECRE execution recovery

__s~~~~~~~~~Mna &wnincntoro
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A.1.5 99.MFIRELOCAL, Local actions taken by field operators

- - Baslc Event Summary

WDBM= T. IRI.
CDBTWTrHERP'

99"FIRELOCAL SUMMARY

Without Recovery With Recovery
5.4e-02 - - 1.5e02
2.6e-02 2.6e02

__ 7 , - 4.1e-02
5

HFE Scenario Description:

Local actions for inspecting and reporting back as well as manual actions for establishing
cooling to the SGs with either EFW 7A or 7B are required.

Need to travel to local station.

This is a moderate to high stress evolution because of the large number of alarms, but one
that has been trained on by classroom instruction and walk down with simulated actions
and communications. Manual local actions were required and were initiated by verbal
communication over phone. Pathways to the local stations were not allowed through the
fire zone.

All local actions requested were feasible.

Related Human Interactions:

Adjust the baseline HEP values established for the internal events. This calculation
provides additional errors due to the fire context that was not applicable to the internal
events assessment. Control room decision-making in APcog

Performance Shaping Factors:

Time to location is generally I to 2 minutes (all less than 5 min from previous location).

Local lighting was available.

Smoke could exist in areas but air packs not needed.
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Valve position indication judged by stem location.

Feedback from control room on flow rate and adjustments required.

Heavy co mmunication required between two field operators, the fire brigade, offsite, and
in control room.

Wireless communication permitted everyone to bear conversations.

During simulation some equipment started then failed and indications were lost requiring
detective work by the operators and STA.

Control room operators identify and request the local manual actions using procedures

Specific components (e.g., valves, breakers and some pumps) whose control circuit
cables fail open due to the fire are not remotely operable from the control room, however
might be operated locally by manual actions.

Restoration actions depend on the specific failure mode of the circuits (e.g., loss of power
cables, loss of control cables, spurious operation induced by fire).

The operators go to location without going through the affected fire zone.

The time to reach the zone and take action is sufficient (considering security and
radiation protection).

Lighting is available along path.

Local man-machine interface permits the action (open, close, control, monitor).

Local environment permits action (temperature, noise, smoke, lighting, etc.).

Local action is verbally instructed and local procedure (generic or specific) is available.

Special tools are available.

Feedback on action is available (sound, visual position, feedback from control room).

Time to implement action is sufficient.

Procedure and step governing Hi:

Verbal instruction and local procedure (manual control of EFW) both new and old
procedures and isolation of power to valves in train to prevent spurious operation in case
ofnew procedure
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Cognitive Unrecovered

99-UFIRELOCAL

Cue:

Phone call with verbal instructions

Duration of time window available for action (TW): 1950 Seconds. The base time for
the initial HEEs was 40 min or 2400 seconds. Based on the simulator results and
discussions if appears the about 7.5 minutes is an estimate of the time to reach and report
on the event.

Table 28: 99-UFIRELOCAL cognitive unrecovered

Pc. Avallabilty of Inaa d -t1.5-e03

Pc Failure of Attention o 3.0e-02
Pce: Mlsreadiftftcommunicate data , 4.0e 03
Pcd Inhanation Misleading c 1.0e-02
Pc Sdp a step hI procedure e 2.0e-03
Pc; Misinterpret Istrcton f 6.0e 03
Pc, Misinterpret decision logic I 3.00-04
PCW. Deliberate violation

Sum of Pc, through Pc, Initial Pc = .4e-O2
Total Reduction In TW u 300 Seconds
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Cognitive Recovery
99-MFIRELOCAL

Table 29: 99-MFIRELOCAL cognitive recovery

U. . Fina

InitlIHEP a U. FinU a (A W Value w

jN 1.5e-03 . - NC 1.0 1.5e-03
i2P , 3.0e.02 X - I - 1.0e-01 - 1.0e.-01 3.0e-03

4.0e-03 .. NC 1.0 4.0e-03
MlAM 1.0802 . NC - 1.0 .1 1.0e-03

2.0e-03 X . . 1.0e-01 - 1.00-01 2.0e-04
6.00-03 NC - 1.0 .8 4.8e.03

V u 3.0e-04 - . I _ NC - 1.0 I 1 3.00-04
i~~~~~~~ - - NC . 1.0 I

1.5e-02
Seconds

Recovery Factors Identified:
Self Review by Stars
Extra crewmembers
STA review
Local feedback
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Execution Unrecovered
99MFIRELOCAL

Table 30: 99MFIRELOCAL execution unrecovered

I' ~ ~~I I I I I I I I III

Execution Recovery
99MFIRELOCAL

Table 31: 99MFIRELOCAL execution recovery

I I I mplantationwdon - _ - v1260 

-~~~ ~ a : 
. .-.

4
I . I

I
: I .
i I

I i
I ; .

.-.1
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APPENDIX A.2 COGNITIVE EVENT TREE SCREENING
LOGIC
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APPENDIX B.1 SIMULAT OR OBSERVATIONS

The simulation of a fire in zone 99-M integrated the efforts of eight activities. The activities are:

1. Identificatson of the equipment falures as a function of tming from the fire growth model.

2. Tesftng the simulation to Identify unusual or unexpected behaviors,

3. Providing comrmunications that would be expected (fire brigade, manual actions, and external
comunatlns),

4. Modeing crew organIzaton for fire,

5. Observing the control room crew actions and conunncaons durng the smuation, and

6. VerIfYig the local manual actions caed for by the crew.

7. Sunmuarizlng the resuts so that the feasbIlty can be demonstrated Feasbft section)..

8. Support the evaluation of human relability for the actions. (AppendIx A)

B.1.1 Fire Damage to Plant Equipment

The fire growth model was converted into a fire damage effects by identifying the equipment in
the breaker cabinet and the components serviced by the cables in the two trays above the cabinet.
The effect of the fire damage and possible failure modes of the associated equipment was
evaluated by the engineering team and the failures were then introduced in the simulator'
programming. The failures modeled addresses loss of signals, false alarms, and spurious
actions. The equipment failures and tiring are shown in Appendix B.2.

B.1.2 Initial Scenario Testing

The initial mockup was tested to understand the interactive effects of the failures on the
simulator model. A surprise was identified - when time phasing the failures, and if the operators
opt for an early trip the EFW valve alignments are automatically positioned to the shutdown
core-cooling mode. This along with continuation of the main feedwater pumps results in a
steam generator overfill condition. Steam generators dry out results if all equipment is assumed
to fail at the same time. Thus, the course of the scenario is highly dependent on the previous
actions of the crew, as well as the hardware failures and their timing introduced into the
simulation. . . .

The simulator fidelity was very good. No indications of differences in the control room and
simulator were noted except the fire indication panel is not modeled inthe simulator. In this
scenario the fire alarm panel power supply is lost on the A4 bus trip with only the fire panel
trouble alarm activated (K12DI), but this alarm was not used by either crew to detect the fire. -
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B.1.3 Communications

It is expected tha a large communication load will occur to the procedure reader and coordinator
during a fire, and to make this realistic a script was written for the fire brigadi to match the fire
modeled. The script is shown in Appendix B3. The multiple channel radio phones were very
good at keeping every one informed. Both the local operators and the fire brigade were careful
in being precise in communications. At about 15 minutes into the event the control room team
had to limit communications to maintain path though the procedures.

B.1.4 Crew organization for fires

Different plants handle the organization of the crew during fires in different ways. At ANOI and
2 the practice is to establish a fire brigade by selecting a waste control and auxiliary operator
from the affected unit to be part of the five man brigade This leaves the 4 licensed operator and
shift engineer in the control room and an auxiliary operator to implement recovery actions.
Upon initial investigation of the fire the fivenan brigademay call for additional assistance from
the local fire department. This does not reduce the number of licensed operators in the control
room below the minimum needed, and supervisory personnel will be immediately available to
provide support on most shifts. Thus, for the simulation onenon-shift crewmember was
available to support the simulator crew. One auxiliary operator was available to perform local
actions in the plant and as additional actions were needed outside the control room on of the
licensed operators was dispathched to perform actions outside the control room.

B.1.5 Observations of the simulation

The aim was to verify the necessary actions to maintain core cooling could be carried locally and
in the control room. Thus the key actions could be tied to various phases of the fire scenario by
selecting a cue form the new damage condition and noting the operational response. Table 32
provides a listing of selected key actions taken in the control room and with instructions for local
actionusingthe currentprocedures (crew I) and the procedure with anew fire attachment (crew
2).

Table 32 is constructed to help understand the effectiveness of the EOP and the new attachment
for dealing with a fire in 99M. The first column is an index for the key cue, request or action
described in the second-column. The descriptions came from the training printout and notes
taken during the observation. The third column describes the location where the cue originated.
The fourth column provides a basis for th e cue (e.g., a simulated fault or a crew request). The
fifth column describes the response to the cue. Columns six and seven provide the clock time
and the difference in time from the cue to the action for the first simulation using the current
EOPs. The eighth and ninth column repeat the results for the same event with the new EOP
attachment.

The information in a row can be interpreted as follows: a simulated loss of the A4 bus signal
appeared at 8:39 am on 4/16/03 in the case of crew I and at 8:26 4117/03 in the case of crew 2.
Both responded by sending an auxiliary operator to investigate. Meanwhile, multiple alarms
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appeared about Osec later and the response by both crevs was to trip the reactor. The selected
items are some of the key actions associated with maintaining the core cooling, controlling
primary inventory and fighting the fire. The location is where the cue and action starL Reports
or actions taken locally are reported back to the control room. The basis for that action is a
component failure, verbal instruction, alarm or procedure to carry out an action.

The clock times were observed by using a combination of the simulation-training file, which
includes all changes in the simulator configuration, and observational notes taken during the
simulation, which give times for key communication actions. The delta times indicate the time
from. a cue to the completion of a specific action.'

Some of the insights that can be drawn from this table are that.

1. As can be seen from the table the interaction of the control room crew and the local
operators was very good in terms of timng and communication. Verbal confirmation
from the local operators indicating the action was complete (e.g., opening a valve) cued
the similator training staffto implement the change in the simulator

2. The crew responses in the two cases were very uniform through action I1, although the
timing differed somewhat."

3. The difference in the responses for steps 12 -13 and 15-16 can be attributed to the
difference in the procedures. The new attachment appears to bring clarity on specific
actions for preventing spurious operations (e.g. move specific valves and open specific
breakers) whereas the current procedures leave the means for protecting against spurious
operations up to the crew (e.g., be ready to manually operate breakers to maintain power
to the A3 bus). ' -

4. In both cases the reactor was tripped within one minute of the major alarms appearing.
There was no automatic trip. Both crews tripped the plant quickly which simplified the
scenario and allowed the emergency systems to be aligned before fire damage to control
cables would prevent the realignment.' If the crews had not tripped early the scenario
would change, because the EFW systems might not align automatically, and would
require manual operation initially. -

5. Even with heavy communication loads the crews were able to protect the core from
damage by a wide margin.

6. Differences in the timing between crews for most actions were well within the range of
typical simulator observations in most complex accident scenarios. However, it is not
enough to establish overall uncertainty ranges. There were some large timing
differences, which is indicative of "knowledge based" behavior (e.g., step 14). This was
a case where the MCR control circuits for the HPI pump we're lost due to the fire, and the
operators had to use secondary indications to track down the issue and then request local
control actions. ' 

7. Numerous false signals were provided to the operator to see if they would waste time
tracking down something that was not important. Both crews used a screening approach
to focus on only those systems that were operating and that were needed for core cooling.
Thus, very little time was spent on the spurious alarms, and no unneeded actions were
taken.
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8. The impact ofthenewpocedure attachment was actually'very small except that the
requests for local actions could be much more precise. However, the results of the
changes are quantifiable when using the HRA calculator to evaluate differences in the
procedures. It was also clear that the crew using the new procedure had only had a brief
training session on it application.

Table 32: Summary of selected actions for maintaining core cooling during simulated fire
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B.1.6 Summary of data from manual actions during simulation

Tables 33 and 34 summarize the notes taken by observers of the local actions called upon by the
simulator crew. In both cases'an observer followed the local operator from the control room to
the local control point, or from the previous control point to the new control point. There were
two operators who took action outside the control room, the auxiliary operator and a licensed
operator dispatched fromthe control room Te notes were supplemented by interviews after the
simulation.
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Based on the observations the local actions requested were all feasible in timing, tools,
instructions, knowledge, lighting, pathway to local action is outside the fire zone, procedures
available, indications, and feedback on action. In the case of the current procedures the
instructions for guarding against the effects of spurious actions (loss of control power to the A3
breakers) was undertaken by local observations in the A3 breaker room. The local operator was
not sure what the assignment was other than being on alert for a possible action. In the case of
the new attachment the restoration of spurious actions was undertaken by specific local actions to
isolate the power to specific valves.
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Table 33: Local manual actions current EOPa with experienced auxillary operator crew I

Locil mansl a.1 d
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Table 34: Local manual actions new EOP attachment with new auxiliary operator crew 2
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APPENDIX B.2 SUMMARY OF SIMULATED
EQUIPMENT FAILURES AS A FUNCTION OF FIRE
GROWTH IN FIRE ZONE 99M
The following descriptions of events in Table 35 and 36 are in the language of the simulator
control system. They relate to the plant nomenclature and are provided here to help support
repeats of the simulation
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Table 35: Equipment damage for realistic fire In the A4 breaker cabinet and cable trays

IRP

IR-F

IOR
IOR
LIOR

^ CV CV2630 FW IsoI Control Valve to OTS -B-
^ nK r0n? - VR OTPT BrrnPAKER FIID TO C540

MT,MF CV2630 ( 10) 0.000000 60 0.000000 
RP r5nnR (I m nm-

.A^ KI2 K12C7 EFIC SYSTEM TROUBLE IRFK12C7 25) ON
... .. A CV CV3644 P-4A to P-4B Discharge Crossover -.. CV3644 (I 30) 0.000000 35 0.000000

A. CV CV3642 P4B to P.4C Dschae Crosover - -IM CV342 0 35) .voo 370.000000-
- . .A CV CV2617 EFWPumpTurbinK3 Steam romSGB IMF CV267 ( 40) 1.00000000.000000 

A C16 DlHS1293S STARTHPI,P36BAUXHS-1293 IOR DlHSI293S (I 40) FALSE
. CIS DHS1292S STARTHPI,P36BAUXHS-1292 IOR DI_HS1292S (I 40) FALSE

_ _ C09 AO-HIC6601 DEMAND, EFW PUMP P7A, HIC.6601 IOR AO_HIC6601 (I 45) 100.0000 0 0.996124

U.CY AUIObOUI -Erw rumr r LSPEu E -OUI . -- -- --- 1LUKCAUilJOOUI (I 401 U.UUJU U UR.UAVU4 __________________________________________________________________ --
^.t1J CV uigfl ew Tn D VPDAV PMD r R CA7fA lislE fFoilqflhit (flb n YA An nnnnnni

., - … .. W ° - S ** uorn. rn .W.... . r, as m I r .riuV. t JU *JUWUV aU U.WWWVV

CV CV3841 SW P34B BRO.CLR ESOB . -. .... IMF CV3841 (155) l.W00000.000000-
... A ̂CV CV1432 Decay Heat Cooler E-35B BVs ---.- IM CV1432 (1 0) 0.000000 0.000 a

AK02 K02B7 A4 LO RELAY TRIP - IRF K2B7 (I 57) OFF - * -

A K09 K09CS DH PUMP A/B SUCT TEMP Hi IRF K09C8 ( 8) ON
T-5 CIO DIlA308T. TRIP. DOH OUTPUT A-308 IOR DlA30ST ( 0) TRUE

BK D1512 CV2663 P7A TURB STM ADMISSION VLVPOWER IRFDIS12(l IS)OPEN .

. . .. _. BK D1514 CV262OP7ATOBSOEFWISOLVLVPOWER--- IRFD1514( 15)OPEN
____ _ BKRF D1522 CV2627P7ATOASGEFWISOLVLVPOWER IRFD1522(115) OPEN

.. * .-

1 4 . . .

1 04 !, 4 



Table 36: Failure of remaining equipment f a hot gas layer Is assumed

T-l5 ACVCV2900 EFW P 78 Suctonfm CST IFC20 I0
_____________•CtS DI-HS1261 BUSA4.P368BOUS SELECTOR IOR D HS1261 10 hU
_____________•CISDLHS1241SP STOP.P36A.HS.1241 IORDL-HS[241SP(I 5)TRU8
____________AC" DI HS1241S START.P36A.HS.1241 10RDI HS124ISQ I)FALSB
______________ClID"JS124ZSP STOP.HPI. P360. HS. 1242 IORDI 11S124 ?PQ S)TR(JB
____________ACISI D HS1242S STARTHII?! P6B HS-j242 lOD US14S1IUiFAJLSE~

ACjpflj HS1291SP STOP.HP!.P36A.AUX.HS-1291 lf DL11S1291SP11 I1ihIJ
_____________ClISDLHS129]S START. HP!, P36A. AUXHS.1291 lIORDI HS1291S(W)~FALSE
_____________ CIODrBS13T TRIP.95-B6CROSSTIED-513 10lRD B13T(1601TRUE

CIODLBS12C CLOSE. A3 FEED TO BSB-S 2 IOR DL351ZC (I 60) TRUBACII DLHS7410S START. RD COOLINO FANS. VSPFA 10RDLHS741QS(I 60)TRUH
____________ CISD! )HS7411S START.R cOLNOFAS.VFIB .(RIH71510TU
___________ C1OD0_BS1ZO (3RN LP. A3ED Too .2 IORDQ-BSI2O0 ot4
_____________CIODO a I RED!)P A FEED 0O8B. -312 IORDOB I FF
_____________-CIODO-85130 GRN LP BS.B6 CROSST19B.5 3 IOR DO BS130(1 60) OFF
_____________ CIODO 513R REDLP.BS.B6CROSSTIEBB512 IORDO B3R(160)OFP
_____________ACIODO 512R REDLPA3FEEDTOBS.B.S12 10RDO BS12R(160OF.
____________ACIG DQBS12O GRN LP. A3 FEED TO BS, 8.5312 .. IORDO..B8120(I 60)0?!
_____________ACODO 5120 ORN LP. A3FEED TO BS, .512 IOR DO-BS12 ( 60)0!?F

_____________ HS410R2 RFIP RflCOLINOFANS-VSFIA JORDO HS74I10(160)OFF
____________ACID HS741002 RNLP RBCOO!INOFANS.VSFIA IOD H 102 (I 601 OFF
_____________AC 11 S741102 GRNLP PI!COOLN(PAMNS VFjB TOR DO HS741102 (I60 OFF

ACII DOHS741IRL2 REDLP.RBCOOLINOFANS.VSFIB 1ORDOJHS7411R2(l160)0?!
ACIODLJSO1C, CLO0SE A3 FEED TOBS5A.301 .. . ODA0C1STU
ACEODLAJO1T. TRIP. A3 FEED-TOBS A.30l IOR DLA30IC(1 85)FAUSE

_____________A CIO DIh3(C CLOE. 01 UTUTA-30S lOR D-A30SC (I 5) FALSE
ACO DLA3O9C CLOSE, AlI FEED TO A3 A 309 .lfDL3O9CI S)TRU
ACIODI A309T TRIP.AI FEEDTOA3A-309 lOR D A309Tl I 5) FALSE
-CIODLA310C CLOSEA3-A4CROSSMIA.310 IORDLA310C( I9S)FALSHE

____________ MPF CO-P34A DECAYH TPUMPP34A IRFCO-P34A 5OF
______________ MP CP35A RECATOR BLDO SPRAY PUMP P3SA 1RFCO I3~ 5) 0FFAMPFCO PISA -MAKEUP PUMP P36A -IRFCO P6A( 8)0??

AMPF CO P4A SERVICE WATER PUMP P4A IRFCO 4A (RS) ON
_____________ MPFQ)-P4B3 SERVICE WATER PUMP P40 MOD IRFCO P4B3(1 S)OPF
____________AMPPCO P7R EMERGENCYFWP!JMPP7R . RCOP81 ON0

CorD Al -AMHLP A31FETO B5 A.301 IRDO A1A(190)OFF
JACIODO.JA3010 GN LA3 FEED TO BS,A301 lROA00100

____________AC10 DO-A30lR RED LP.A3 TEDo :S. A.0 - . 10RD0 A301R(l 90)0!!_____________AC1022O&N R REDLPA3FEEtB. A:301' IORDO A30 R 90')OFV
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Table 36: Failure of remaining equipment If a hot as layer Is assumed continued

-=d
T-15 ^ CIO DOA,30I W WHT LP A3 FEED TOB13S.A-301 [OR DO A301 W I 90) OFF

A C0 DO A308A AMB LP, DaI OUTPUT A-308 IR DOA30SA (I 90) OFF
A CIO DO_A3080 GRN LP, DOl OUTPUT A-308 IOR DOA308G (Q 90) OFF
A CIO DOA3O8R RED LP, DWI OUTPUT 308 IOR DOA30SR Q 9) )OFF

A CIO DO_A309A AMB LP, Al FEED TO A3, A-309 IOR DOA309A (I 90) OFF
CIO D0_A309U URN LP, Al FEED TO A3, A-309 TOR DO.A309a (I 90) OFF

A CIO DOA3O9R RED LP, Al FEED TO A3. A.309 IOR DOA309R (I 90) OFF
'C1O DOA309W WHT LP. Al FEED TO B3. A-309 IOR DOA309W (I 90) OFF

CIO DO_A310A AMB LP, A3-A4 CROSSTIE A-310 IOR DO A310A (I 90) OFF
' CIO DOA3lO GRN LP. A3-A4 CROSSTIE A310 IOR DOA3I0O (I 90) OFF
ACIO DOA,310R RED LP. A3-A4 CROSSTIE A-310 IOR DO-A3 IOR Q 90) OFF
'CIODOA3IOW WHT LP, A3.A4 CROSSTIE A-310 IORDOA3IOW(I 90) OFF
A CIS DO-HS12410 ORN LP, P36A, HS.1241 IOR DOHS12410 (I 90) OFF
A CI8DOHS1241W2 WHTLPP36AHS1241 IOR DOHS1241W2 (I 90) OFF
AC8I DOHS1242GI GRN LP HPl P36B, HS-1242 IOR DO_HS1242U0 (1 90) OFF
A CI DOHS1242W2 WiT LP, HPI, P36B, HS-1242 IOR DOHS1242W2 (I 9D) OFF
' ACIDO HS361IR RED LP. SERVICE WATER P4A IOR DO HS3611 R ( 90) OFF

C18 DOHS361 1W WHT LP, SERVICE WATER. NA IOR DOHS361 1W (I 90) OFF
'AC18 DHS14170 GRN LP. LOW PRESS INJ, P34A IOR DO HS14170 (I 90) OFF
^ C18 WHS1417W2 WHT LP, LOW PRESS INJ. P34A IOR DOHS1417W2 (I 90) OFF
^ AC1 DO_HS2403G GRN LP, RB SPRAY, P3SA IOR DQHS24030 (I 901OFF
A CI DOHS2403W2 WHT LP, RB SPRAY, P35A IOR DOHS2403W2 (I 90) OFF
A C09 DO-HS2805A AMB LP, EFW PUMP P7B, HS-2805 IOR DOHS2805A ( 90) OFF
A C09 DOJHS2805G GRN LP, EFW PUMP P7B, HS-2805 IOR DOHS28050 (I 90) OFF

A C09 DOHIS2S05W WHT LP, EW PUMP P7=, H52805 IOR DOWHS2S05W (I 90) OFF
___________ C09 DQ-HS2805R RED LP. EFW PUMP P7I4 HS.28S IOR DO-HS2805R (1 90) OFF

^A CIS DO HS360901 GRN LP, SERVICE WATER. P4B IOR DO HS360901 ( 90) OFF
^A C1S DOHS3609W WHT LP, SERVICE WATER, P4B IOR DO HS3609W ( 90) OFF
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APPENDIX B.3 FIRE BRIGADE COMMUNICATION
SCRIPT

Table 37 is a summary of the communication script between the fire brigade and the control
room from the similator exercises.
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Table 37: Fre Scenario In 1A4 4KV Swltchgnr (Fire Zone 99.M)

X+ I min. AOICR Them isafirelintheA4(North) SwtchgeasRoom372el.Unit .

X+ Y Control Room "Announce to CR and Plant thatflre cristr

Y + I min. FBIJCR Fire In A4-l will be FBL-reporting to locker for equipment. Staging area for this fire will be outside corridor
98 near the stairs and Cardox tank.
We will need Security assistance to maintain the door to the corridor open.

Y + 4 min. FBL/CR Ask Security to station an officer inside the South Switchgear Room and to not allow anyone access through to
the North Switchgear room

Y+ 10 min. FBL/CR Fire Brigade is on scene at A4 Switchgear room. No smoke or fire showing ftom door 46. We are preparing to
. ~~~~~~~~~enter and nvestitate with breathing aks.

Y + 12 min. FBLICR Ent team is entering A4 Switchgear room with two CO2 fire extinguishers.
Y + 12 mn. CR/FBL Y O ill you need offtle assitrance?"
Y + 12 min. FBIJCR Off-site assistance will be needed at this time Call the fire Department.
Y + 12 min. Entry IlFBL. There is damage to breaker with smoke in the cable trays above. It Is vy hot in here. Can't see flame. We are

using C2 on the breaker at this time. Reqtlest that A 4 bus be d-energized.
Y + 13 min. FBUCR Reauest that vou de-enertize A4 bus.
Y + 14 min. CR/FBL Is there any indication that thisfire was intentiona-a security threat?

Y + 14 min. FBUCR That is unknown at this time.
Y + ZMin. CAIL A4 Is de-eneised
Y + 19 min. Entry IIFBL No flames visible, but a lot of smoke and heat. It is very hot in here. Consider ventilating this room.
Y + 19 min. FBL/CR Entry team reports no flames visible, but a lot of damre and heat. We are preparint to ventilate this room.
Y + 20 min. Entry MIFDL We need water to cool the room and we will need a ladder to assess the cables above the breaker cubicle. Get a

_ hose into this room to cool the damaged breaker and cables.
0 + 22 min. Entry IIFBL The fire is much worse than we thought. We are starting water spray. The trays above are damaged and on

_fire. We will need to continue coolinit this breaker and assess damage to the adloinfnx breakers.
Y + Z"- min. FBIJCR We think the fire Is out. We will continue cooling the damaged breaker, and assess damage to the adjoining

breakers.

108 3 Zr is when the reactor side Is stable and controlled with a success path established.


